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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Purpose 0t Study
The greatest use of feldspar is as a flux in the Ceramic Industry

where it is used in the manufacture

o-r ,abrasives, floQr tile, terra

cotta, china, and earthenware of all types.

J;:t is als0 used in the

manufacture of glass and enamels, and much is used as grinding medium.
in powdered to:rm because it is softer than the conmon a.brasive, quartz.

Feldspars are estimated te constitute nearly

60~

of the 'igneous

rocks in the United States and Canada and are among the m.ost abundant

ot all minerals.

Many of them. are often se intimately mixed with other

minerals that it is expensive, it net impossible, te recover them in
" 1
their pure state •
The chief sources of our domestio supply are the deposits in Maine,
New Hampsh1re,Oennect'icut, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Nerth and
South Carolina, Virginia, South Dakota, California, Neva!a, and Celerado.

It can be seen trom. these lecations that feldspar fer use in Ceramic industr'ies in the Middle West must be shipped 1 ng distances at high costs,
making the price of feldspar in this area rather high.

Therefore, it

would be advantageous to find a source o..r feldspar closer to this Middle

Western market.
Missouri Granites are composed of feldspar, quartz, mica, and other

materials, which maY' or may not ,occur

pose

1.

o~

all the samples.

It is the pur-

this investigation to attempt a separation ot the feldspar from

Gellert R.F., and Oreamer, A.8.;

Its Efteet 1D. Pottery Bodies".
p~.

~n

30-31, (1931).

-Invest1gatien t Feldspar and
journal Am.er. Ger. Sac.' Tel•

.!!

8

these other components of the gran1tea in a pure enough state so that
it maybe used eOJ11IIl.ercially in the Ceramic Industry, thus utilizing

these granites for a feldspar source.

9

CHAPrER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
"There is no other material used by the potter upon which the success of his business so greatly depends as upon the feldspar".

Watts2 ,

in his analysis of the feldspar supply of this country, made this state-

ment in connection with the purity ot the feldspars available to the

ceramic industry at that time.

The following paragraph, describing the

difficulties of obtaining feldspar or the proper degree of purity, is

quoted largely trom that source.
The demand in the pottery industry is for pure feldspar.

Only a

sm.a.l1 proportion ot anY' deposit consists of pure material, and as this

class ot material 1s reduced to the point of exhaustion, while the demand increases, the best pert10ns et the mixed: dike material are introduced and are found to furnish a saleable product.

As the natural re-

sult at such a process of selection, the quartz gradually deteriorates
until additions of pure feldspar tram newly
sary to produce a marketable product.

op8118d

deposits are neces-

The quest1en is, he. long will

we continue to find new depoe1ts of feldspar to 'supply this demand?
Pure feldspar deposits such, as the English potter has been obtaining

his supply from have been'exhausted in the Oeramic centers of Europe
and the old world potter must content himself with a mixture of feldspar and such other minerals as are not actually injurious when properly prepared.

2.

Watts, A.S.;
Cer. Soc.;

Toward this same condition the American potter is

Feldspar SupplY' of the Ul!l1tel States.
~

1. 16, pp. 80..9,'5.

(1914) ,.

Trans. Amer.

10
approaching, and the condition is not improving by imagining that

TNe

are using the same qUality of material as we obtained when the de-

posits were first opened.
It can be seen that the depletion of the pure deposits of feldspar in this country were looked on with some degree

or

apprehension

as far back as 1914, and the practice of mixing the pure feldspars
wi th l~ler grade material lvould be tar from satis:ractory as the ma-

terial would have a tendency to become inoreasingly lower in quality
as the better grade deposits were depleted.

There

'WaS

then but one

method of obtaining better grade material, that being the purification

or

the material already discovered, and it has been toward this end

that a large part of' the work has been done in recent years, and qUite
a bit has been
Ries

3

accompl~shed.

gives the following as the definition of a granite ••••••"A

granite is an even granular, orystalline, plutonic igneous rOCk, consisting of quartz, and alkalic feldspar, with usually mica, homoblende,
or pyroxene.

There are also varying amounts of other feldspars, and a

large. number of subordinate aocessory minerals. tew of which, except

pyrite and garnet, are visible to the 'naked eye".

Missouri grani tea

also have a large number ot these accessory minerals intermixed with
the teldspar and Quartz, and a review of different methods ot separation which pertain to f'eldspar and even to clays, would in most eases
be of value in purification of feldspar obtained trom Missouri granite.

3.

Ries,

Ed.

He~rieh,

and Watson, Thomas L.;

New York , Wiley.

( 1915)

PI> 457

Engineering Geology, 4th
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Electromagnetic Separation

One of the very important methods 00£ purification and separation

ot materials is the magnetic separator which is used at

low intensities

for removal of the commonly known magnetic materials, and in the form

ot a

high intensity separator, tor removing iron bearing minerals such

as mica, which are not ordinarily considered magnetic.
The first forms of magnets for separation were the ordinary permanent magnets

4

which were placed near the material, either above it

or at the side, causing the large-sized mechanical iron to be attracted
by it, and removed in most cases.

After the highly magnetic material

had accumulated to a sufficient depth, the efficiency of the magnetbec~e

decreased to

~ sUffi~1ent

degree to cause stopping the flow ot

material until the adhering material could be freed trom the magnet.

This form of magnetic separator was not very satisfactory, due to its
low efficiency, and the difficulty encountered in removing the mag"netic particles.

Magnetic separation therefore, did not come into its

own until the eleetromagnet was introduced, since which time there have
been hundreds of· devices perfected and patented tor the purpose of re-

moving'magnetic from nonmagnetic material.
In principle, the magnetic separator is, according to Frantz5 t a
machine which exerts a magnetic torce sufficient to deflect from a

4.

Box, W.E.;

The Recent Development of Special Electromagnetic Se-

parators and Applications of Interest to the General Pottery Trade.
Trans. Cere Soc. (England)

5.

Frantz, samuel;

Vol. 28, pp. 44'7-56

Separation by Magnetic Methods;

Vol. 30, pp. 600-602

(1938).

(1929).

Ohem & Met. Eng.
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mixture passing throUgh it, that component haVing the greatest mag-

netic susceptibility.
The forces involved in this machine seem to be of two types:

(I) those which are proportional to mass, such as gravitational and
magnetic forces, and (2) those which depend on surtace, such as fluid

friction and particle cohesion.

Particle cohesive forees are

or

an

electrical nature in the case ot dry materials, while in wet separation, the fine particles are magnetically separated from a liquid
stream, the viscous drag being represented by fluid friction, and the

liquid 1s the main torce opposing magnetic force.

Frantz also states that the. principles of magnetic separation
may be described by showing that when a particle 1s placed in

8.

mag-

netic field, it becomes polarized, with poles being developed at each
end, equal and opposite in polarity.

This results in equal and op-

pcsite forees i f the field is unito:rm, which .may tend to orient the
particle, but .not to move it.

In a

non~unifol1l1

tiel(l, the forces

will have a finite resultant in the direction in which the field is

increasing.
For a

sp.her1~al.

p7llrt1ele of volume V located in a magnetic

field the foree exerted

0n

the particle is

t=s

VltvC
~+!1T kT

3

where C is a vector which is proportional te the energy gradient ot
the field in the region of the particle, and kv is the volume sus-

ceptib11ity 0t the particle.

The Talue of C varies trom. point to

point in the field ot a separator.

ott inversely

as the cube

ot

Near a magnetized edge it falls

the d1s~ance from. the edge, and near a

magIletized. point inversely as the fourth pOlier of the distance.

13
~st

favorable conditions

even on feebly magnetic and diamagnetic substances.

There are two broad

Magnetic Separation may be used under the

classifications ot separators, Dry Separators, and Wet Separators.

Dr;: Separat ora 6
Cross Belt type --- the dry granular mixture to be separated is carried
on a horizontal conveyor belt which passes between tl:e two poles ot an
electromagnet located respectively above and below the belt.

The mag-

netic particles are lifted to the upper pole t and a horizontal cross
belt removes the magnetic particles as

~hey

rise Up.

Pulley Type --- This type consists of a drum having poles on the periphery magnetized by internal coils.

is used mainly tor
Roll type

r~oving

The value of C is lOW, and this

tramp iron. _

"

(high. intensity induction separator)..

A stream of ma-

ter1al is fed down a chute and over a long narrow rotor which is higb.ly
magnetized by induction as a result of its location in the magnetic
field between a primary pole of an electromagnet aId a bridge bar op-

posite.

The less susceptible particles travel over the rotor in their

normal graVitational path. and the more highly magnetic particles are

deflected inward so that 2. separate streams are discharged.
IS0dynamic Separator --- This separator has no m.eving parts and the
value of C is substantially a constant.

A stream

or

particles :falls

through space between two pole pieces, and the magnetic particles are
deflected te one side.

,

Wet separators

6.

'Frantz,

Ope

cit.

p. 11

7.

Frantz,

Ope

cit.

p. 11
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'"When particles are too fine to be reasonably free flowing dry separation is impossible, but when they are suspended in a liqUid, the
cohesive forces are annulled, and defloculation is used if necessary.
Other than special l'urpose machines used in concentrating iron ore,

the principle types of wet separators are the trough

~d

screen type.

The trough type consists of a slightly inclined trough bavmg
magnetized. iron fingers on 'Which magnetic particles accumulate as
liquid tlows through the trough.

In the screen type, a large number ot magnetized screens are
placed one an top of the other, and the liqUid flows through them.
The magnetic material is held by the screen until released by demag-

netization•
. ,Snyder8 obtained a patent on a magnetic separator in 1906 embodying a combination. of a magnet and its pole pieces, forming a table be-

tween the poles, which had a feeder to deposit material on the table,
and means fQr causing
the same.

8.

magnetic flux in the poles and f0r reversing

This embodies most of the principles used in many present

day separators of that type, though not 'Wi th such satisfactory results

as at present.
Many patents were obtained on magnetic separators, and much work

is still being done on them.

Many

ot the patents were observed in

9 10
11
Germany'
with the Knapp
firm obtaining a patent on a rotating drum.

8,.

Snyder, F.T.; Magnetic Separater. U.S. Pat. 832,820-829. Jan. 31. 1906

9.

Eisenach, H; Special Fabrik Fur Electromagnet Apparate. Ger. 502,030

A11g. 10. 1927.
10.

Krapp, Fried. Grusonwevk; Magnet1'c Separator.

Ger'. 469,165. May 21, 192'1.

11. Krapp, Frie., Grtlsenwevk; Magnet1cSeparat1on.' Gem. 489,26'1. Ian St 1928.

15
type of separator, the drum. rotating between the poles and effecting
The British alsa did much work along these lines with

the separation.

many patents12 ,15 on separators of many different kinds, and the United

14,15
States
was not behind by any means on any or the work.

Obviously,

this is by no means an unc.9.tmn.on method of separation.

16

discovered a method of treating minerals tor

Samuel and Lockwood

the purpose ot separating magnetic and non-magnetic or slightly.n:egnetic

particles by the addition ot magnetite or sane magnetizable substance
th~

and mixing it with

material "before separation.

Little application

seemingly was made ot this however.

17

Schwartz

,in working with a low intensity Davis Magnetic 8epar-

ator, found that for particle sizes below 0.15-0.20 .mm., the Davis Separator is superior to the various? and 3' drum separators wi th regards
te the purity

ot

This superiority disappears, however, with

the slime.

increasiIig particle size.

This Davis Separator 1s a type of tube separ-

ator, giVing' magnetic material separation, and not total removal at

12.

Davies, A.;

13.

Gran1gg, B.;

Magnetic Separat0r.

Hope, James L.

1,693,033.
15.

16.

Jan. 28, 1929.
j

System of Magnetic Separation ot Materials. U.S.

NOT. 27,1929.

Arden, H.B.;
terials.

:May 5, 1927.

Electric Systemt tor Effecting Magnetic Separation.

Brit. 284,307.
14.

Brit. Pat. 295,41'1.

Automatic Electromagnetic use in Separation of

U.S. 1,902,93'1-8.

Lockwood and Samuel.

~

March 28, 1932.

:Magnetic Separation.

Fr. 398,660.

Jan.

20, 1909.

1'1.

Schwartz, STene

Seme Experiments with Davis Magnetic Separator.

~ernkont Ann. VOl. 108.

534-49

(~924) •

16

iron.
Another application

or

magnetic seJ?8.ration is noted 18 in the in-

traduction of machines tor eleaning iron out ot clay t the machines
being provided with magnets excited by D. C. electricity in moderate

This would remove tramp iron eheifly.
.
19
In 1926 ;roMson . devised a separator which eombined high mag_.

amount.

netic field intensity with deflection of a falling grain stream.

The

machine was able to separate muscovite and biotite mica from telds:Par,

which had previously been impossible, and wide application was made at

this in many fields.

~y

Atter this new separator was devised

other

materials became available for use due to increased purity.
Peddriek:

20

describes feldspar pur1f'ied by means of high intensity

magnetic separation, removing almost completely all contaminating material, and giving a high grade granular size tor the glass industry.

PeddriCk and We1s21 had previously obtained a patent on purification

ot feldspar

18.

Anon.

by a

Magnetic Separators ter the Olay Industries.

Worker.
19.

20.

Vol. 40.

pp 63-5.

Brit. Clay

(1931) •

J"arman, G.\Y. & Frantz, S.G.;

Magnetic Benet1cation of Nonmetallles.

Am. Inst. Min. and Met. Eng.

Vol. 102, pp 122.. 30 •

Peddriclc, C.H.;
~ournal.

21.

rorm ot magnetic separation.

( 1932) •

Magnetic Separation Purifies Feldspar.

Vo].. 130;

61.3-4.

Eng. Min.

(1930).

Peddrick, C. H., and We is, J .H.; . (Feldspath10 Researeh Corp.) •
Feldspar Can. 369,921.

NOT.

16, 1937.

17
22
Ramsey and Brier
also did quite a bit of work with magnetic separation of industrial minerals, using a large number ot minerals tor
their work, :finding that feldspars could also be purified commercially

by high intensity separation.

Weis

23

cites an example of a feldspar containing quartz, mica,

kaolin, garne"t, and tourIrialine as the mineral impuri ties.

Atter mixing

the 'feldspars from several mines to get a uniform product over

8.

longer

period ot time, a high intensity induction type magnetic' separator was

tried on these iron bearing 1m.purities.

Most ot them were removed,

giving an iron content as low as .05 to .06% Fe 0 3 •
2
24
Jaman
alse found that an induction magnetic separator could be

used for concentrating and purifying abrasives, and tor separation ot
mica and iron bearing minerals from feldspar and kyani te.

that olassification prior to

cone~ntration was

He found

desirable, giving more

uniform sizes of material to work with.
Sek1nger25 reported the invention of a magnetic separator tor re-

moTing magnetic mater1al.s :trom glass making batches but it could net

22.

RSmsey t D.M., and Brier, R.K.

of Industrial Minerals.
pp 730-4

23.

24.

Trans. Can. Inst. Min. Met. Vol. 40.

Modern Processing of Feldspar.

:pp 915-17

J. Ind. & Eng. Chem.

\ 1934) •

Jannan, G.llf.; . Special Methods for Concentrating and Purifying
Industrial .Minerals.

No. 959.
25.

High Intensity Nagnetlc Separation

(1937).

Weis,;r .H.;
Vol. 26~

j

10 pp.

Sek1n.ger,:r .G.;

Am. Inst. Mining & Met. Engr.

Tech. P,ub.

(1938).
Magnetic Separator.

U.S. Pat. 1,31'1,992.

Oct.

18

have been too successful as it was before the introduction of high in-

tensity separators.
A magnetic separator ot induction type is described26 as giving

good results on feldspar. dolomite, gypsum roCk, glass sand and abrah~terto

sives, which were

not amenable to magnetic separation.

was acoomplished by high intensity type

This

ot separator.

Frit for enamels is cleaned by means of a magnetic separator27

which removes iron particles.

The tri t was completely manufactured,

then after drying, it is purified by the magnet.
Sehweeht

28

points out that ma.gnetite may be removed from clay

with a low intensity magnet, while siderite, hematite, and limonite
are amenabU.e to remova1 by high intensity magnet.

Marcasite and

pyrite are non-magnetic, although they are sometimes feebly magnetic
and can be separated by means ot a high intensity magnet.· If slightly
roasted, they become magnetic and oan be removed.

Glass sand. in whioh the Fe203 content has been reduced to .005%
bas been obtained

29

by means of a magnetic separator tor materials

which are feebly magnetic.

26.

Anon.

Magnetic Separation ot Non-Magnetic Materials.

Vol. 32; . pp 263

27.

Anon.
Ind.

28.

29.

Anon.
.Age.

Pit & Q,uarry

(1931) •

Removing Iron trem Enamel Fr1t with Magnetic Separator.
Vol 12.

S~hwecht,

Clays.

This is a rotor type of separator. and the

R.G.;

pp 556-57.

(1929) •

Magnetic Separation ot Iron Bearing Minerals from

J. Am. Cere Soc •. Vol 6.

1923.

Magnetic Separat10n Extended to New Industries.
Vol 18.

Cer.

pp 314

(1.933).

Cerami•

19

magnetic material remains on the rotor slightly longer than the nonm.agnetic to give a difference in separation.

It was found to be un-

economical to effect separation of materials less than 100 mesh in

size.
Holman and Japolsky30 formed an electromagnet tor magnetic separ-

ators of

layer~

of f"erromagnetic material insulated from each other and

separated by layers of electrical conducting but non-magnetic material.
The layers are thus to form a complete electromagnet.
Dean and Dav1s 31 devised a method

or

separatine minerals contain-

ing a para magnetic substance and SUbjecting the particles to a heat
treatment tG impart a hip coercive to:rce.

This converts the mineral

particles into permanent magnets and effects the desired separation by
an acti.on which includes subjecting the mineral particles to an a1 ter-

natinc lIl8:gnetic field, the strength ot which is not greater than the

coercive foree of the magnetized particles.
An electromagnetic trough type separatar32 was judged tbe best

typeot separater, to remeV8, iron from slip, sinee it combined the
features of automatic cut-ott when the current tailed, and it also had
riffles and magnets at various intervals to catch all the tramp iren.

30.

Holman, B.W., &

~a:polskyJ

N.;

Electromagnet.

Brit. Pat. 423,523;

February 4, 1935.
31.

Dean, R.S., Be Davis, C.W.;
2,132,404.

32.

Anon.
Sec.

SepiratiDg Magnetic Material., U.5.

Oct. 11, 1959.

Tbe Best Form. ot Rem.ovinC Iron from. Slip.
Vol 13.

pp 49~-.

(1911),.

Trans. Am. Cere

20

33

Spurrier

in an improvement of the trough separator found that

magnetization was 80% higher ~or 1-'frought iron t?-an for malleable iron,
so the plates were changed, and the fingers projected upward to a
height the depth of the slip, giving excellent results.
Box

34

found that t he only suitable method of' removing magnet ic

iron by unit methods was by means o:r a trough type separator wi th mag-

netic bars.

Frantz 35 perfected a separator consisting of a number of high intensity magnetized screens through

~:which

slip or wet material is passed

and tJ:1e very large number of surfaces catch and hold the iron until the
screens are demagnetized.

This seems to be nmch more efficient for most

purposes than the trough tyPe of s~parator.

33.

Spurrier, H.;
pp. 587

34.

An Improved :M'agnet Box.

Vol 5,

(1922) •

Box, W.E.;

Electromagnetic Separators -for the Pottery Trade.

Pottery Gazette.
35.

J". Am. Cere Soe.

Frantz, S.G.;

J"an. 15, 1935.

Vol 53, pp 781-3.

(1928).

Liquid Magnetic Separator.

U.8. Pat. 2,074,085.

21

Osmosis
"

36

Bleininger

describes osmotic purif1cat1en as essentially, cata-

phoresis, or the movement of small suspended particles towards a cathode or anode, and classities the process into three essential parts;

(1) blunging and screening, (2) treatment with suitable electrolyte,
(3) separation upon the electrode.

The washing and settling out of

the granular impurities is ot great

~portance,

with the electric part

having nothing to do with the purification, merely being a means of de-

positing the clay, thus replacing the filter press.

He found that flint

was easily deposited without electrolytes, and Brandywine feldspar would

not separate with or without electrolyte.

Ma1D.e Feldspar was found to

deposit fairly well either with or 'without electrolyte. Tests n a fire
clay showed a separated" portion cleaner in color and

tm original.
Oarolina

~ore

uniform than

Six per cent et finely divided Fe203 was mixed with N.

kao~1n,

and the depes1tien showed no separation Whatsoever;

eVidencing the inability of this method fer removing finely divided

~-

purities.
3'1

Schwerin

discovered that in

electroo~otic

treatment ot suspen-

sions, especially in the purification of clay, the grade ot the product
is regulated by means of the period ot sedimentation ot the sus:pensioll

36.

Bleininger, A. V. ;

Note on the Electrical Separation ot Clay.

Trans. Am. Ceram. Soc.
37.

Schw1 rln~ G.B.;

sept. 29, 1911.

Vol 15,

PP 338-44.

Electroosmot1a Purification.

(1913) •

Ger. Pat. 253,429

II

22

He employed NaOH in' small quanti ties as the electrolyte and found 38

his apparatus suitable for separating adsorbed colloidal, soluble, or
finely ditided materials from their carriers.
, 39'

ment

In a further improve-

,he subjected the mixture of material to be purified to electro-

osmosis between diaphragms, the potentials of which were selected so

that the other constituents could not pass through the diaphragm while
the other components could pass through.

Koh1

40

found that quartz particles behave much like clay in that

they are attracted to the anode, and thus cannot be separated from clay
by osmosis.

Feldspar was found to behave in a similar manner.

Mica

was also found to behave like clay when finely divided, some of it
being separated when in somewhat larger sizes.

Pyrite was found to

separate from clay either by elutriation or washing. By electroosmosis,
the finely divided particles also were deposited with the clay, effecting
no separation.
Searle41 describes Schwerins' method of purification more fully
showing that the clay is purified by sedimentation, followed by elec-

troosmosis,

soda added.

th~

clay be ing suspended in water with a minute portion of

The coarse particles are, separated and the tine particles

are subjected to an electric current at 60-100 volts.

In Schwerins ma-

chine the purified clay was' recovered in the form of a thin blanket or
38.

Schwerin, G.B.;

Electroosmotic Purification. Gar.Pat. 265,628

June 20. 1911.

39.

Sohwerin, G.B.;
or Solutions.

40.

Kohl, H.;

Separating Components of Suspensions, Emulsions
Swis,s Pat. 72,954.

Influence ot &all ~9-ditions of Electrolytes on the

Stability of Cl.ay.
41.

Searle, A.B.;

Vo12,

July 17 J 1916.

Ber.~Keram.. Ges. Vol. 3

pp 64-7'7, (1922).

Electricity in the Ceramic Industry.

PP 226-31,

(1924).
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strip

li mm wide

and about 6 mm. thick.

The nature of the electrically

depos1ted clay depends largely on the rate at which the clay travels
to the anode, the slower the motion, the coarser the particles eol-

leeted on the anode.

The density of the deposited material depends

on the voltage.
Hind 42 in deseribing a eommercial applieation ot the osmotic pro-

cess for kaolin found that the process did not increase the purity over
that obtained by settling alone, but was a eo.nvenient means of renoving
the clay- from suspension.
Hightield43 t Ormandy t and Nortba1.l-Lauries diseuss electroosmosis
in the separation

ot pyrite, silica and mica from clay, and state that

the process has a vdde range of appl1es.t1on to dit:terent· varieties of
clay.

Singer

44

,in contrast to the commercial results reported by Hind,

stated a kaolin o:f much higher purity than tl1e ordinary washed kaolin

is obtained in the lab.
do~

He found that its use in a body insures tree-

from. casting flaws caused by the impurities, prilllC11'ally· miea; in

ardinary purified kaolin.

In the eleotroosmotic process, a predeter-

mined weight ot electrolyte was added. to the slip and the impurities,

such as quartz, spar, iron pyri tea and mica settle to some extent while

42.

Hind, S.R.;
Ce~.

43.

A visit to the OSD.osis Plant at Oarlsbad.

S&c. (Eng).

Vol 24,

Highrield,:r .8., Ormandy,

PP 73-85,

Trans.

(1925).

.R., and Northall-Lauries, D.;

ing Olays by Electrical Osmosis.

Purify-

Mining Mag. Vol 133, pp 113-14

(1920).
44.

Singer, J'.;

The Eleetroc)&motlc Proeess in Ceramics.

ot Tech. Wiss. Abt. d Ver. Karam. Gewerke.
(1919) •

p pt. 5.

Sell. Bar.
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the clays with the finer impurities remain in suspension, with the clay

being deposited on the anode, and the impurities repelled to the cath-

ode, as previouslytound by other observers.
45

Ormandy-,

described the apparatus used tor this purification, and

explained the oause at the dryness of the deposited material.

The

particles near the electric pole come to its surface owing to their
electrical charge and form a very thin layer or skin.

This skin t

owing to the :fact that it is made up ot a number of very small par-

ticles, consists ot a series ot capillary tubes, and instantly the
water is sent away in accordance with the well-known phenomenon (known
as 'endosmosis) of travel ot water through capillary tubes under the

influence of eleotric current.

45.

Ormandy, W.R.;

(Eng).

Osmetie Puri:f'icatien of Olay;'

Vel ~8J Pt. II,

PP 327-339

(1919).

Trans. Oaram.. Soc.
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Tabling and Flotation
The ceramie industries demand certain constant ratios ot alumina
to silica in feldspars, and careful mining, blending and hand picking

were used to maintain certain grades. Fines were not amenable to hand
picking and for treating the lower grade material that requires grind-

ing for liberation.

Since quartz and feldspar have physical properties

so nearly the same. some method besides gravity separation was needed,

and much was done along the line ot troth flotation and agglomerate
tabling when it was found it might work.

Iverson
minerals

tabling.

46

~rom

conducted some research on the separation of constituent

a pink granite; crushed to 10 mesh size by flotation and

He was primarily interested in separating the quartz and m1ea

from the feldspar and did not concern himself with removal of iron materials rrom the feldspar.

He did find that he could

not remove mica

from the product at 10 mesh size, by tabl1Ilg, but by grinding to a
smaller size (-65 + 560 mesh) excellent results were obtained by tabling
but with a subsequent loss

or

the tine quartz and feldspar.

believed due to the fact that tor coarse sizes the micas are

This was
~quidimen-

sional and separation is difficult, while in smaller sizes they show

their platy characteristics. and this can be utilized. tor s8l:'8ration.

Flotation was then tried tor removal of the feldspitr, using 0.5 lb.
per tGn lead n1trate.

Flotation trials were then run on this untabled

material but the mica was n t removed without removing the quartz and

46.

Iversoll,
J'ourn.

11.(1..; Separation ot
Vel 132,

pp 614:-23,

Feldspar trom Q,uartz.
(1932) •

Eng. & Min.
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feldspar.

It was found t~at by using 0.3 lb. per ton lead nitrate on

the tabled material, a

eoncent~ate

containing 95.5 to 100% feldspar

was obtained.
Bancroft

47

also t~und that by grinding mica together with the

feldspar, which is 'granular when ground and lighter than the miea,

then washing the ground. materials on a table, that the mica is separ-

ated as a tailings product by reason ot 'i,ts fiaky character.

This 1s

precisely the results obtained by Iverson.
48
Shaw
worked the purification of clay by flotation, on the prin-

cipJ.e that non-wettable minerals are usually good floaters, while minerals easily wetted are not.

He tound that the troth flotation method

with the reagents used indiVidUally being .sodium. oleate, pine 011, wood

creosote, and fuel oil in varying amounts, by which air er gas is added
to air flotation, is not practical tor clay flotation.

Using film or

011 flotation, with fuel 011, wood creosote, or turpentine, gave very

encouraging results, with most of the impurities being fleated otf.

Wolt49 also reported, along with purification processes based

upon differences in specific gravity and magnetic properties in the
dry and liquid states, the purification o-r clay and kaolin by oil

flotation, which was somewhat similar to that re:Ported by Shaw.

4:7.

939.
48.

49.

G~.;

Bancroft,
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Shaw, M.O.;
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pp
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pp 474-80
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Gaudin and Glover

50

:found that teldsparcan be floated with Na

Oleate and saturated fatty acids provided a suitable frother is added.
Although quartz is floated by these same reagents, they :round that
feldspar floats first, and by cutting down the reagents, just the

feldspar is floated ott.
Ziergiebel

5~

reported the flotation of iron ore and mica in a

solution ot 3 Kg Sodium Oleate and 0.5 Kg. phe.nol or terpineol :per ton.
The mica was found to float best when 0.1000 u in size.

Aluminum. ohlo-

ride in the presence of acid salt s was found to be most desirable as

an activator tor the flotation of feldspar tailings

~om.

quartz.

The

separation ot silicate constituents presented difficulties, and teldspars showing signs of weathering were found te be unsuitable tor se-

paration by flotation.
Gerth

52

discovered a method by which mica and feldspar are separ-

ated from rocks containing them by a flotation process using carbolic
. acid or oreosote Oil, a higher ,al1phatie acid or a salt thereott t and
terpineol as flotation agents.

A further improvement to this replaced

the carbolic acid or creosote oU by petroleum. or similar mineral oil
products, and also replaced the higher aliphatic or its salt by a resin
oil.·

50.

51.

52.

Gaudin, A.M., and Glover, H.;

Flotation of Some Oxide and 8111-·

cate Minerals.
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Ziergiebel. H.;
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The Recovery of Feldspar trem German Rocks by
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Gerth, G.;
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Dec. 9, 1937.

Rundscan.

Vol. 43,

Ger. Pat. 670,142;
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(1935).

Ger. ·Pat.
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The Bureau of Mines 53 did much work on the flotation of feldspar,

and found that carefully controlled amounts ot reagents adde'd t

teld-

spar made it possible to agglomerate table the coarse feldspar, and the
tine feldspar was floated by laurylamine hydrochloride and flUorine

bearing acids or salts in an acid circuit. O'Meara, No:rman, and
54
Hammond ,made a more complete report, outlining their work on agglomerate tabling and froth flotation of :feldspar.

Both ot these methods o-K

concentration are dependent upon the surfaoe properties; :flotation is
suitable for fines and agglomerate tabling for coarse materials.

Their

laboratory practice consisted ot dry grinding the feldspar through ro

meSh, screening the product on 48 mesh, agglomerate tabling the over-

size, and froth flotation of the fines.
Lauryl amine hydrochloride baving the general properties of the

cationic type of collector, was selected for most ot the testing. Without modifiers a small amotmt o-r the collectors :tloated both quartz and
feldspar, but selective :notation and agglomeratinc ot reldspar were

controlled by small 8Dloun1; s of one or both fluorine bearing compounds
or acids, with hydrofluoric acid giving the mO,st satisfactory results.
Other bases and acids 'were tried, and some wo:rlced to some extent, but

none as satisfactorily as the hydrofluoric acid.

It was thought tbat

hydrofluoric acid was necessary to act as a dispersant either for
quartz or feldspar during flotation to remoTe tine particles ot feldspar from the surface of quartz which would otherwise float with feldspar.
53.

Anon.
Ve130,

54.

Separation of Quartz and Feldspar.
pp 709
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Joumal
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O'Meara, R.G., No:rman, ;r .E., and Hammond, W.E.,

Ve1

Congres~
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Bul. Am. Oeram. Soc.
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In some :rurtherwo:r.k: along this line, Smith, O'Meara, and McVay
tried concentrating feldspar trom a tailings pile, using magnetic separation, agglomerate tabling, and flotation, atter a sink-float separation showed that separation with liquids of different specific graVity would be impossible.

Agglomerate tabling was described as the

table concentration of minerals selectively oiled so that the particles
congregate in

tloccule~ which,

owing to film. suspension and low apparent

specific gravity f10at across to the tailing side of the table whereas

the unoiled minerals move to the concentrate end.

Most of the iron

bearing minerals in the material were depressed with the quartz in. the
tabling operation but the feldspar contained quit,e a bit of iron. HigA

intensitY' magnetic separation separated most of the iron bearing minerals but sane particles with iron stains and inclusions remained in

the non-magnetic part.

This m.a.terl~· had a content of .81~

)'8

2°3' tor

the tabled feldspar.

Grunwoldt 56 discovered a method of treating feldspars and similar
materials with a mixture of inQrgari1e acids such as ~S04 and HOI, to-

gether with. an organic acid such as oxl1c acid to dissolve Ye, Mn, etc.
Young'9l, later 0btained a patent on the same process in this
country.

55.
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-Electrostatic Separat ion
Electrostatic separation is the art of separating one material
trom another by means of charged electrodes.

58

Bullock·

states that

the electrodes may be charged with either positive or negative eleetricity, whichever, is the more efficient for the problem. He found

that the materials in the mixture must be plysically separate, and they
must carry sur.face charges which differ either in sign or degree, se

that one member may be either attracted or repelled in opposite manner
to the other materi.al, or to a much greater extent than the other material.

Bullock shows the fundamental :form of maehine as follows:

Figure 1
Elementary Separator
with Std. Stationary Metallic
Electrode D....
A teed hopper A, fitted with a gate B is placed over a feed roll

c.

Rotation of the teed roll C in a counter-clockwise direction feeds

the material to be separated past the changed electrode D.
teed roll 1s a 2-compartment receiving bin with a divider E.

58.

Bullock, H.L.;

Below the
The elee-
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Ind. and Eng. Chem.

Vo1 33,

pp 653-560

(1941).
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trode is charged with negative electricity, and

the.hopper, any particles

of material in the

m~teria1

is fed from

feed having positive sur-

face charges will be de:fleeted from their p.ormal line of fall and will

drop to the lett of divider E into part G, thus resulting in separation

of the materials.
Bullock explains the principle as follows: "Separation takes :place

according to the fundamental law that unlike charges attract and like
charges repel, so that a negatively charged electrode will attraet the
particles in the mixture whioh carry positive charges, while it will
repel the particles which carry negative charges".

The fundamental law

of electrostatic separation springs from the primary consideration that
in any system, movement of tree-particles tends to take place in such a
way as to reduce the total energy of the system.

Also, the statement

that like charges repel, is not according to soientific :fact, for actually all m.ovement in an electrosta.tic field is due'to centracting tubes of
torce, and the two particles with like charges are aetually neutral to
each other and are attracted in opposite directions because of the

tubes ot force extending trom their surface to a surface ot opposite
charge in the surrounding space.

The difference in charges or the variation in strength charge which
makes an electrost'atic separation possible .may be due to one or more

causes.

According to their origin, these oharges may be described as

contact, conductance, pyroelectric, and photoelectric.

Contact charges

were probably the first to be noted in a mixture, of materials as they
are selt cen.e:n-t il!C.

They arise from. the frictional electrical effort

whereby twu dissimilar substances acquire opposite and equal electrical
charges when they are brought into intimate contact and then separated.

32

For conductance charges to be noted and used for separating pUIj?oses

an outside source of electrical potential is
the material.

necess~

to condition

This is because conductance charges arise from the con-

tact ot the mixture with the teed chutes and rolls of the separator,
which are charged with an opposi te polarity trom that of the attracting
,electrode.

Nonconducting constituents of the mix are acted on by in-

duction and acquire equal and opposite charges so that the re'sulting

total charge is zero.

Con~ucting

particles, on the other hand, permit

a flow of electricity whioh allows the charge differing from the teed
chute to be neutralized and the particle to acquire a total charge which
,is the same as the feed roll or chute and opposite that of the attract-

ing electrode.

Pyroelectric charges are generated in some crystals from

strains set up by heating or cooling.

The strains :produce opposite

charges at the extremities ot the crystal, and when one of these charges
is neutralized by the charge surface of the roll or chute, the particle
is left lvit'h a charge corresponding to that of the roll or chute and is

subject to the attractive force of the electrode.
Photoeleotric charges are produced only on substances which haTe
the property orgi ving off electrons when exposed to radiation of the

proper freque_ncy and are not common in electrostatic separation wOrk.
In the old type of machine (Fig. 1) very high voltages were ne-

cessary, and during damp weather there were heavy losses due to static
charge . I n the new construction rotating electrodes made of a highly
dielectric material are used.

A surface charge of the desired polarity

is generated on the surface of the nonconducting electrode and the

rotation into the field ot action.
Bullock has jfound that on tbt basis that unlike charges attract,

33

and like charges repel, almost any mixture of dry materials may be subjected to electrostatic treatment as long as they have been ground tine
enough so tbat the surface attraction becomes great enough to influence
the motion takiIlg :plaee under the action of gravity or inertia.

method of separation is

sensitiv~

This

and the strongest forces which can be

generated are actually very small.

This method has been used to separ-

ate mica trom sand and ilmenite, feldspar trom quartz, and silicon
carbide from abrasive.
Peddrick and Weis

59

found that by treating the particles of min-

erals with a reagent containing a fluorine radical and heating simultaneously for a sufficie,nt time to render the particles seleetively
susceptible to an electrostatic field, made it possible to reduce the

tree silica content of the minerals.

Atter 'drying the partieles and

then subjecting thEm to an electrostatic field, the tree silica par-

.ticles were tound to selectively segregate from the remaining eonstituents.
Fraas and Ralston

60

state that the progress ot electrostatic se-

paration has been retarded by several factors, particularly the lack
of selectivity.

Selectivity, it has been found, can be increased by

surface cleaning by precondi tioning silicate m.inerals with hydrogen
fluoride gas, and basic minerals wi th organic acids, and by the use of
various surface active agents and oils.

59.
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method is found to be increasingly used.

These men also stated that

the forces causing segregation were due to conductance, contact potential, dielectric constant, dielectric hysteresis, a~d pyrolelectric

polarization.

61

Krasny-Ergen,

found that electric fields produce in

dielectrics, strains which are not instantaneously eliminated on removal of the applied fields.
ferent substances

~nd

of polarity charge.

This hysteresis effect varies with dif-

becomes more apparent the higher the frequency

Forces were found to be exerted in high frequency

fields due to hysteresis lag similarly to forces due to differences in
dielectric constants.
62 .
Luntz
contends that a fluid medium between two charged eleetrodes
f

apparently does not remain unaffected by an ele ctrie- field.

In a fluid.

such as oil or air, which completely fills the space between two horizonta1 plate electrodes, convective

cellul~

vortices are produced.

This phenomenon resembles that produced when a temperature gradient
exists be't\veen tIle two plates.
Substanoes~dissimilar in character acquire electrical charges

when intimately contacted and separated by a phenomenon commonly known

as a frictional electrical effect.

Poh1 63 'showed that these charges

are due to an initial contact potential difference between the two substances.

61.
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in a passage of an electrical charge to balance the potential difference

due to the contact potential.
The Bureau of Mines

64

.
found that most effl.cient electrostatic sepa-

rations are obtained by utilization ot electrical properties that are
most divergent tor the constituents separated, by cleansing of mineraJ.
surfaces, by altering the. surfaoes with reagents, and by methods such
as repition or vibration which can average the properties ot nonhomogene:ou~

mineral surfaces.

Mineral surfaces are not uniform in their properties but vary wi thin certain limits on each particle.

This may be due to such factors as

the crystal facet exposed, the. presence of impurities, etc.

Separators

that average the surface properties instead ot utilizing omy one are
found to be more selective.•

~Ohnson65 classifies electrostatic separation into 3 periods. The
first period began with static separation in 1870-1900, involving the
use ot friction and induction sources ot static current supply.

The

second phase of: development began in 1900 and lasted until 1930 when

electricity became the souree ot current.

The third pe:ti.od existed

Mineral particles were of three types; (1) those repelled

sinoe 1930.

with a postive charge and suppressed with a negative charge, (2) those
repelled with a negative charge and suppressed with a positive charge,

and, (3) those unaffected by either polarity.

Same

or

the minerals

were interchanged, and some were attracted by the same poles, after
reversaJ..

These were known as reversible positive, or reversible ne-·

64.

U.S. Bureau of Mines.

65.

johnson, H.B.;
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gative, if not attracte,d.
Sutton and Steel
the charge.

66

found that small particles caused convection of

They overcame this by using a g;.as

tube electrode in whiCh

had been placed a conducting gas such as neon, helium, etc., and Qvercame convection of the charge by the small particles.
67
.
Heinrich
took two powders (A & B) having different chemical or
physical properties and mixed them with a coarse grained powder (0)

having a dielectric constant similar to B.

The mixture was then allowed

to fall against a rising current of air or gas of such velocity that 0
dropped out while A and B remained suspended.

During this tall, A and

C became strongly and oppositely charged and were separated at different electrodes.

In a later invention he 6S prevented the breakdown of

the electrostatic field when the material is passed between the elee-

trodes, by enriching the atmosphere in the electrostatic field be-

tween the electrodes with a halogen derivative of a hydrocarbon such as

C 014 Other-Types of Purification
There are a number of other methods of purification some of them
of an important nature, and some of only a minor nature, which should
be mentioned here.

These include differential grinding and sizing,

and gravity separation in its various
66.

67 •

~orms.
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68.
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In differential grLl'lding and sizing, it is essential that the ma-

terials to be separated trom each other free at different grain sizes.
I~

this is found to be the case, the material is ground until the

correct mesh size is reached, when the material is :put through the
screen.

The coarse particles, comprising one material, are retained on

the screen, while the fines, containing the other material, :pass on

through the screen.
One of the forms of gravity separation is the Dorr Classifier.
Ana.ble

69

describes the operation by showing how the bowl of the classi-

fier forms a

sballo~

quiescent pool or settling basin, which permits

even the rinest particles ot sand to settle, the purified slip finally

over-flowing as a thin film. over a strip which extends
plete circumference.

aro~

the oom-

The bowl size is a function ot the volume of the

clay slip to be handled and the retardation of the rate of flOW of the

slip that will cause all of the sand of a specified fineness to settle
out upon the bowl bottom.

The sand is moved to the center of the bowl

by :plow blades, and is passed int 0 a rectangular compartment where any

clay 1s washed tree o-r the sand.. Another fom of gravi ty separator is

the air separator which separates materials of different specific
gravity by regulating the velocity of the air so that it will carry

the proper material, thus separating it fram. the other material which

is not carried by the air at that velocity.•,
There is also the method' of using heavy liqUids for separation between the various specific gravity increments ot the material to be

69.
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purified. This has been investigated and reported on by DeVaney and
70
Shelton • If solid particles are freely su~ended or maintained in
suspension by agitation in water, the pulp or suspension has many prope~ties

of a liquid, particularly with respect to the ability to float

particles of lower specific gravity and to allow denser particles to
sink.

It was brought out that hea-vy liquids are used to obtain the

correct density tor some materials but in some cases a suspension of
fine solid particles in water has many properties ot a heavy liqUid
and can sometimes be used.

This method is only satisfactory tor ores

or coal deposits in which a considerable portion of either the valuable or waste component or both is free at a reasonably coarse size.

70.
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CHAPTER. III

mvESTIGATIONS
Feldspar Standards
Feldspar is a mineral composed principally of silica, alumina,
potash, and soda.

In general, the alumina content of commercial spar

is 17% or more, and the alkali content about 13%.
Feldspar is used in three ways in the Ceramic industry:

as a

constituent of glass; as a flux in ceramic bodies; and as a component
of glazes.

For use. in glass manuf'acture, feldspar is generally coarse-

ly ground, but for other purposes,

used.

8.

material ot 100 mesh or finer is

The finer ground material is much more costly, and has no ad-

vantage in glass manutacture, so is seldom used, while in bodies and
glazes, a finely ground material is desired so that it will become
intimately associated with the other materials present and thus give

the desired results on fusion.
73-

The Bureau of Standards

bas set up commercial standards ot

quality for feldspar tor use in ceramic products, and has classified
them into three groups as follows:

Group 1

This group includes the commonly accepted eexamie or body grades
based on silica content and alkali· ratio and containing less than 4~

soda (Na20) oontent.

The grade ranges from 64.00 - 73.99~ Si02 content,

with R20-Na20 ratios from 3-1 to 6-1..

Group 2
This group includes the spars used chiefly for glazing purposes,
which are based on soda content and oontain 4~ or more soda (N~O).
The seda content en this group ranges trom 4.00 to 8.99 per cent soda.

,'1.

Feldspar Commerc..i al Standard

OS 23-30.

U.S. Burea.u of Standards.
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Group :3
This group includes the spars used for glass making purposes and

are based on silica, alumina, and iron content.

The silica content

may range trom 64.00-71.99 per cent; the alumina fram 15.00-19.99 per
cent; and the iron (Fe203) is divided into three classes; elass one
having a maximum of 0.15% Fe203, class two a maximum of 0.20%, and

class three above 0 .20 per cent -Fe203.

Although the Bureau of Standards lists no maximum iron content on
these :rirst two groups, it may be assumed that

i~

must be kept near

the 0.15% Fe203 maximum as in first grade glass spar in order to pre-

vent decolorizing the .bodies and glazes that it is used in.

Thus a

low iron content is highly desirable in all types .of feldspar.

Other

impurities such as zircon, fluorite; etc., must 'be present in quantities low enough to preclude any

har~

used, and they are usually present

in

action in the _prOduct it is

such small quantities that their

action is nil, and no consideration need be. given them.
To begin this study of feldspar separation from granite, a number

at Missouri Granite samples, together with their locations and des..
criptions (as given in Table 1) , were obtained
logical Survey.

~rom

the Missouri Geo-

Thin sections of each of these 38 samples were made

and a micro scopic examina. tion was made at each of these to detenn1ne
the structure, grain size, and minerals present.

A complete des,erlption

of each ot these thin sections is given after 'fable 1.
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Table 1
DESCRIPTI01j OF MISSOURI GRA..l\ITTE

SAMPLES OBTAINED FROM TEE MO. GEOLOGIC-4.L SURVEY

(Supplied by Missouri

Geolo~1cal

Survey)

Specimen

Location

Remarks

E. Center See. 15, T34N R3E

Some Magnetite; -occasional

Number

Al-l

Iron Co.

Al-2

Al-3

t

M. SW of' Sheahan

grain ot FeS2. Some ferro-

Store - Graniteville

mags*

t

Some Ferromags & Magnetite

M. VTest of Sheahan! s Store

--- Red Granite.

Graniteville

Red Granite.

See. 22 T34N R3E - 3 M. SW

Too much FeS2 ..

at Graniteville

rite and Magnetite.

Some

tluoRed

Granite.
Al-4

sw t

See. 11 T34N' R3B - Iron

Co. ; M. North of Sheahan

chlorite stringers and

Store - Graniteville

FeB seams.
2

W. Center Sec. 10 T34N R3E

No FeS!or Magnetite ob-

Q,uarry on Highway (E. Side)

served.

North of Graniteville. East

red.

,.;;,

Al-5

Some Ferromags, FeS!, and

Red Granite.

Fine grained and

Wall

Al-6

Ditto - West wall

Ditto

*terromags - dark silicate minerals such. as amphibole, pyroxenes,

biotite, o11vene.
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Specimen

Number
.A2-1

Location

t

N

Remarks

Sec. 4 T42N R5E Madison

County on East Bank of St.

Badly weathered--high in

mafics* •

Red Granite.

Francois River - 500' North
of Highway 70

A2-2

Sec. 4 T42N R5E :Madison Co.

Too high in mafies - Red

On South s~1de of Hwy. 70 <1:.

Granite.

300' E. of Little St.
Francois River

A2-3

Roselle Granite

------------------------

B2-1

North end of line between

Badly 1geathered - high

Sec. 14 and 15.
Wayne

or
B2-2

B2-2A
**B3~1

~29N

RGE.

Co. - outcrop on top

hill.

SE Cor. Sec. 10 T29N R6E,

Sulphide weathered out.

Wayne County

Some Magnet1 tee

NW at Greenville
Granite Bend Q,uarry South

Gray Gran1te •

i

chalcopyrite and Fes 2

Sec. 10

Tam

R4E, Wayne

Co. I M. North of County

Rd.

* mafies

maties some magnetite.

"A- on

Small amount

Ea.st side ot :Mo.

Same

ot magneti te.

s = •. O0!l~

- ferromagnes1an and other non-felsic minerlas - biotite,

pyroxene, olivene, amphibole.

** Chemieal analysis on

these samples

(Fe, Sulplur determination.)
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Specimen
Number

Location
Pac. RR.

B3-2

Remarks

S side of Large quarry

Ditto - Large quarry

Fe = 2.50%

Chloritic stringer in
Granite

B3-~

B3-4

Ditto - North Wall of

Gray granite - Same

large quarry.

FeS2 and,Chalcopyrite.

Ditto - Small quarry

Pink granite. 'Some FeS2

and Chalcopyrite.

Bl-l

S .W. Corner Sec.' 1'3,

Red granite;

T30N R5E, Wayne Co. on

in mafies

f~irly

high

East, side of Hwy. 67.

Bl-2

SW Cor. Sec. 12 T3ON, R5E.

Highly quartzose.

Wayne Co. on ridge to 'west

ot Hwy. 67
Dl-l

Oornwall quarry--S Jz.
2

sec.

25 T33N R'lE, Madison 00.

Cearse-grained red. High
in ohlorit1zed maries.

Occasional pyritecube.
*A3-1

Skrainka quarry--N

t

sec 3

T33N, ROE, Madison 00.

Aplite dike in Diabase.
61t

-

2' wide.

Fe

S :: .038~
A3-2

Ditto -

665~ ~

of Skrainka

lO-12~ maf'ics

Q,uarry

* Short

chemical analysis on this sample (!:'ej S determinations).

= 1.85%
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Specimen
Number
A3-3

D2-1

Location

Remancs

Ditto - 1135~ N300E from Spec.

Weathered--fairly high

A3-2

ma.:fics.

Center E

i

See. 5, T33N, RaE,

14adison Co. on County Road

Fine grained red granite

Low in mafies--occasional
FeS

D2-2

fM

~
4;

Bec. 4, T33N, RaE,

Mad-

2

Ditto

ison Co. on shore of Castor
River.
D2-3

s t see.

6 T3~, RaE. Madison

Co~ on county 'Road S-J

*A4-1

A4-2

PorphYTitic and fine
grained.

..N orth Center Sec. 17, T34N,

Dark Grey. Fine grained .

R6E, St. Francois Oounty

s=

West Center Sec. 18, T34N

Med. grained pink. Ne

R6B,

at.

Francois 00.

Old

.Oll~

pyr~te

Fe

= 2.53~

or iron stains.

quarry
*A4-3

West center Sec. 5, T34'N"

No pyrite or iron stains.

lt6E. St. Francois Co. old

S = .005%]'e = 2.20~

quarry

.A4-4

Vlest

Center See. 4, 'f34N R6E

St. Francois Cs.

*

old quarry

Dioritic type ot roCk
mafies fairly high

Short Ohemical Analysis ------ Fe, 6 determinations.
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Specimen

Location

Number

01-7

Remarks

Center South line See. 7, T36N

Coarse red granite-1ron

R7E,Ste. Genevieve Co. on

stained.

north side of Hwy. 32.

01-1

NWi See. 8, T36N, R7E, Ste.

Highly iron stained

Genevieve Co. In creek 300'

ooarse red granite.

South of Hwy. 32
01-2

North, Oenter Sec. 9, T36N',

Ooarse fairly high in

R7E, Ste. Genevieve Co. In

mafies

~onea

creek - 100' east of

road crossing S. of Miller

Switch

1£1-1

SW Cor. Sec. 19, T3fil, R5E.

St. Fran 00 is Co.

all

Bed Porphyry

county

road • •
El-2

El-2

NWCor. Sec. 30 T3~, R5E

F1negrained, red

St. Francois 00. on County

porphyritic, some iron

Road "W"

stains.

SW Oor. Sec. 25, T3fN R5E

Fine grained, red, occa-

St. Francoi s Co.

sional iron stains, some

road "WI'.

On county

magnetite.
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Spec.imen

Nwnber
*E2-1

Location
SVI

t

Sec. 20 t T36N R4E, St.

FraneoisCo.

Old quarry

Bemarks
Fine grained red.
magnetite.

S

=

Same

.007'%

Fe = 2.50%.
E2-2

NE

i

Sec. 27 T35N R5E St.

Francois Co.

A4-6

SE

-it

Old quarry.

See. 12, T34N R5E

Fine grained, pink.

Mafies fairly high.

-----------------------

St. Francois Co.

A4-7

SE

i

NE

i8ee.

12, T34N R5E

-----------------------

St. Francois Co.

A4-5

SW

*'

Nfl

i

Sec. 7 t T34N', R6E

St. Francois Co.

*

Short Chemical Analysis.

Fe, S determinations.
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Microscopic Examination of Minerals
in Missouri Granite Samples
By Means of Thin Sections

Specimen Al-l
Iron stains are observed between the grains of most all the min-

erals present.

Some surface stains of iron can b,e observed on some

ot the individual grains

of

the minerals,

~speeially the

feldspars,

and there are also present many iron spots within the grains, including

the feldspars.

Some streaks of iron running through the f'elds:par can

also be observed and this is of eommon occurrence, being enough to
prohibit its use f'or separation.
S~me

magnetite is present, closely associated with the iron oxide

and with the iron oxide occurring as inclusions in the magnetite grains

in some instances.

Some pyrite is present.

Little mica 'is present throughout the sample, occurring in only
two or threeinstanoes, but at several places the mica is scattered
inside the grains of feldspar, and iron is closely associated.

Much

quartz. is scattered in the 'feldspar grains in the form ot tiBy particles but it occurs in grains of larger size.

Feldspars are the most abundant mineral present and the grains are
for the mDst part large, running trom .8 to about 2.0 .mm. in size.

Part

are mierocline and orthoclase, and about half p1:-agioclaS4. There is a
large amount ot iron present in the form of iro:p. stains around and

throughout the feldspars.
Specimen Al-2
There was no original sample of this obtained from Missouri Geological. Survey.
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Specimen Al-3

There is a large quantity of magnetite and pyrite closely related
with fluorite whioh is present in the s8lllJ>le.

The sample is low in

quartz with most of the feldspars being orthoclase, and some plagioclase.

There are iron streaks around all the feldspar crystals, and a great
number of iron inclusions and streaks crisscrossing throughout all the
feldspar grains.

Specimen Al-4
There is some pyrite present and a large Cluantity of magn.etite
scattered arotmd at different spots in the sample.

The magnetite is

closely associated with fluorite which is present, but not to a very
great extent.

Some biotite 1s also present between some ot grains ot

quartz and feldspar.

A rather large quantity ot quartz 1s present which occurs in scme
very large crystals as much as 2 mm. in size, and some smaller sizes ·ot
quartz grains are also present.
Part of the feldspar is plagioclase and part orthoclase, with

feldspar being the most abundant mineral present.

Iron stains occur

in most instances around the edges of the grains J but some very heavy

lines at iron run through the feldspars.
Specimen Al-5
Some tine grained magnetite is scattered throughout the sam.:pl e in
small inclusions, with some of it about .75 mm. in size.
magnetite is in small grains inside the feldspars.
served.

No pyrite was ob-

The iron stains were low:. with most occurring in concentrated

spots in the feldspars. and with some streaks.

tl

Most of the

'present as small grains.

Some fluorite1s

~uite

a lot of quartz

present and a 1ittle m1ea.
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Some plagioclase,. :f'eldspar, and some orthoclase present, with

the feldspar grains ranging rather large in comparison to the quartz.

S:peeimen Al-6
Some magnetit,e is present in grains about .05 mm in diameter,
'Wi. th some

ot them occurring in the middle of the feldspars and in

some instances, closely associated with mica and between the feldspars.
Very large sized crystals of mica are present (.6 - .9 mm) as well

as a slightly smal1er amount ot fluorite.
Iron staining 'is very slight with only a tew streaks present, and
only several instances are observed of these streaks running through
the grains of the feldspars.

The quartz is large grained and is in rather large quantities

(about 40%).

The feldspars are tine grained for the most part and

part are plagioclase and part orthoclase.

Specimen A2-1
The sample is very high in mafies (mica, etc.) which occurs both
between and in the grains.

mica.

,Some magnetite is also present with the

There is very little iron sta"ining, 'With streaks ot mafies pro-

bably occurring where iron streaks are observed in the other samples.

The granite is fine grained with a moderate amount of quartz.
present, some of this being fairly large grained.

Some of both types

of f'eldspar is present, with some being large grained, but most of it

fine grained.

Specimen

~-2

Tlle sample is very high in magnetite, with some mica also present.

In almost all cases, the magnetite oecurrs between the felds:Par and
quart z grains, and in only a few ins tance s wi thiD. the grain.

S oms
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iron stains can be observed betwaen grains, with only a few running
The matics are fairly high, but not nearly as common as in

through.
A2-1.

The quartz is large grained and scattered but is not ,so dominant

as the feldspar, most of it being orthoclase, with some of it plagioclase.

It is mostly large grained with a few small grains.

Specimen A2-3

The: sample 1s 11igh in maries, mo at of them mica, and with quite

a lot of magnetite associated with the mica.

Iron staining is low,

as is also the quartz, and i"t is very high in felds:par.

The mica 1s

intermixed with the feldspar grains.

SpeCimen B2-1
T~ere

is quite a large quanti ty ot magnetite present, which occurs

closely assoaiated with the mica present.

Som.e ot the magnetite occurs

between the grains, and some occurs w1t,hin the feldspar grains.

The

.magnetite occurring wi th the mica is betwe.en the grains while the other
occurs indiVidually within the grains for the most part.
The iron stains are ve ry low on this sample, with the tew that do
occur being between the grains.

The mafies, mica mostly t occur in

many ot the places that the iron probably occurs in the other sam:ples.

Large quantities of maries (mica, fluorite) are present.
quartz gra.ins occur

Vii thin

Many fine

the feldspar grains and some of the quartz

is large grained.
Most of the' fel.dspar seems to be of orthoclase variety, and is
rather large-grained, although the quartz is closely intermixed.

Specimen B2-2
Some magnetite is present, although not in such large CflSDtit1es

as in B2-1.

It ec·eurs 1D. close association with the maties and 1Jt
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some eases 18. se'attered around in the feldspar grains. ,Some mica,
fluorite, and other minerals are present.

Q,uite a few iron stains

can be observed, with just a minor part of them running through any

ot the feldspar grains.
The qua.rtz is rather low, but many ot the grains are small and

scattered in the feldspar.

The feldspars are mixed up and scattered

as to kind.

Specimen B2-2A
Q,uite a lot of magnetite is present, occurring associated with

the mafies, and scattere9- throughout the sample, some of it being inside the grains ot feldspar.

Some iron staining is observed with the

stains running through same of the feldspars.

The mafies are fairly

high, with some ot them scattered out but with most ot them in groups.

The quartz, is moderate, about .balt being in 'large sizes and the
rest in smaller sizes which are mostly large grained and are mostly
orthoclase with only small amounts of plagioclase observed.
Spe c imen B3-1

Very little pyrite is present and only a little chalcopyrite.

A

moderate amount of magnetite is present scattered around in the sample
and occurring in the middle of the feldspars for the most :part.
The quartz is tine grained and occurs scattered in the feldspar
toa very great extent, this being the chief form of occurrence.

There

is some fluorite and chlorite present.
The feldspar is almost all orthoclase with very little plagioclase

and most ot it 1s large grained, with a large amount of quartz scattered

through most of them.
Iron staining is moderate, most of it being in spots around the
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grains with some stains running through the grains.

Specimen B3-2
No original sample was obtained from the Missouri Geological Survey.
Specimen B3-3

The iron staining is moderate with qUite a tew ot the stains
running through the grains of feldspar. and some around the grains.

Some pyrite is present, although only a small quantity.

~uite

a

bit of magnetite is obser-ved scattered around in the sample wi thin

the grains of the feldspar.
Some maties are observed, mostly in concentrated portions, but
vw-ith some of it scattered.

~uartz

is present in fine grains scattered

within the feldspar. and some is present as larger massive grains. The

feldspars are

~arge

grained, and are mostly orthoclase, with quartz in

many of the grains.

Specimen B3-4
Some magnetite and a smaller quantity of pyrite are present,
sc'attered throughout the sample in fine grains and occurring in most
of the :reldspar grains.

Few iron stains are present and they occur

around most of the grains, with some running through the grains.
Quartz occurs rather widely disseminated and it is scattered
throughout the :feldspar.

Most ot the feldspars are orthoclase feld-

spar wi th a :rew being plagioclase but a lot of quartz is scattered

throughout.
Specimen Bl-l

Q,uite a b1 t of magnet!te occurs scattered throughout the specimen
with some pyrite also present.

Most

or

it occurs in the middle at the
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feldspar and quartz grains, with some occurring, between the grains.
Most is ot moderate size.
Iron staining is moderate wi th some stains running through the
feldspar but most running around and between the grains.

Most of the

sample is rather fine grained with some of the feldspar being much
larger grained than the rest of the sample.
Q,uite a lot of quartz is present in the sample in small grains
scattered throughout the other materials, including the feldspar.
The mafies content is rather low.

Quite a bit of both types of

feldspars are present.
Specimen Bl-2

The iron stains are rather high, soattered over the sample both
in and between the grains in rather a large number.

The content of

maries 1s rather high.

Magnetite is scattered around in the sample in small grains with
some pyrite also being present; some of the magnetite occurs in larger
masses and 1s closely associated with the maries.
Q,uite a bit of quartz is present

scatt~red

around in the sample ..

The feldspar content is high, some being in small grains, and some in
very large grains, with quartz and iron stains scattered throughout.

Most appears ,to be orthoclase.

Specimen Dl-l
Iron staining is very high in this SaID.:p1e, with pronounced aDd

also fine stains running al1. th~gh the sample.
cases

r1:U1

The stains in most

through the feldspar but in some eases around them.

Magnetite is rather abundant and occurs scattered throughout the
semple and eJ.so closely associated in large quantities with

th.~
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chloritic m.afics which are also rather abundantly scattered through
The quartz content is low and is in large grains for the

the sample.

most part, and is also rather widely scattered.

The feldspars are

large grained and evidence 1ittle twinning, most of them eVidently

being orthoclase, although some plagioclase were observed.
Specimen A3-1
The sample is very fine grained for the most part with some larger

grains of quartz and feldspar occurring at intervals.
are visible on examination anywhere in the specimen.

No iron stains
Some pyrite is

scattered around in the sample in small grains, with some small quan-

tities of magnetite also scattered around in the specimen.
Some maties are present in small quantities and in small grains.
Same large grains of quartz and feldspars are present with most being
very small.

Quite a lot ot quartz is present in small grains.

The

large grained feldspar is orthoclase, and the small grained is plagio-

clase tor the most part.
Spec imen A3-2
The ma.fias are very much higher than on sample A3-1, .most of them

being much larger grained than the :rest of the sample.
seattere~

The maries are

around and are not concentrated in anyone region.

Only a

tew iron spots are scattered in the san;ple and are of rather small

quantity with no streaks noticed anywhere.
Only a small quantity or small grains ot magnetite are observed

and are scattered widely.

Some ot the quartz and feldspars occur in

large grains scattered around the sample but most of them are v,ery

small grained.

The quartz and feldspar grains are very small tor the

most part, with most of the quartz appearing in'rather definite gr.e.ins.
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Specimen .A.3-3
The ma:fies are rather high and are scattered around through the
sample, with most ot it being in large size.

Magnetite is much more

prevalent in this sample than the other, being of much larger size and
more abundant, both
with the maries.

scatt~red

through the sample and closely associated

No pyrite can be .observed.

Same large grains c·t

feldspar and quartz are scattered in the sample ,. with most of them
being fine grained, the quartz being clearly outlined, and the feldspar

not as easily observed.

Little twinning is observed in the feldspar

present, probably plagioclase and orthoolase both being present. There
is some iron staining, although it is rather infrequent and 1s not in

streaks through the grains.

Speeimen·D2-1
This is a very fine-grained red granite, with tbe grains being

even smaller than the A3 spec1rrens.
The maf1cs are rather low, quite a bit of very fine magnetite
being scattered throughout the sample.

There is same iron staining,

with some streaks of iron ,running through the grains, although this

is not excessive.

The feldspar and quartz occur in very tine grains

tor the most :part, although some very large grains/do occur scattered
in the specimen.

Most of the fine grains appear to be quartz, with some

feldspar intermixed.

Most of the feldspar a.ppears to be plagioclase.

Specimen Da-2
The iron streaks are rather high, with many of' them crossing

through the grains, and.a large nwnber between the grains.

This is a

red granite, but the grains B:re much larger than on D2-~ and very few
rine grains are present.

The matics are rather low t with same
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scattered magnetb present, but not in large quantities.
is also present.

Some 'fluorite

The quartz is large grained and is not in excessive

quantities, being of a lower percentage than the feldspar.

Sane of the

feldspar is plagioclase, and some orthoclase. .It is large grained and

sharply defined.
Specimen D2-3
This is a rather fine grained red granite, the grains being much
larger than in D2-1 and much smaller than in D2-2.

A large quantity

of magnetite and pyrite 1s scattered around through the sample, mostly
in single grains, and .in the grains of feldspar as well as between.

The iron sta.ins are frequent, running between and through many ot the
feldspar grains.

The quartz is rather small grained, and rather

common in occurrence, although not in as great a percentage as the
.
.
feldspar.

Most of the feldspars are orthoclase with a smaller numbe·r
The ma:t1es are lew in quantity.

of them being plagioclase.
Specimen A4-1

This is a very fine-grained grey granite.

high and scattered throughout the sample.,

The maties are rather

Quite a lot of magnetite

is observed, both scattered and closely associated with the maries.
No pyrite is .observed.

Iron staining is very low with the only ev1-

dances being in the mafies.

No streaks of iron staining are observed.

Some large grains of quartz and feldspar are present in the sample but
most of it is very tine.

A lot of the quartz is scattered throughout

the sample with the £eldspar and is disseminated.

The feldspar is or-

thoclase for the most part, with some plagioclase twinning being observed.

Specimen A.4-2
This sample is large grained, pink granite, with same maries

present, but not in large amounts.

Some large grains of magnetite are

present closely associated with the mafies, but not in too great a

quantity.

No :pyrite is observed.

Iron stains are very lOW,' and very

few streaks noticed, but the feldspar itself is rather pink colored
from the iron.
. the sample.

most

The quartz is large grained and seattered throughout

The feldspars are also large grained and scattered over

of the sample.

A lot ot plagioclase is present with some· ortho-

clase als'o noticed. .
Specimen A4-3

Some iron staining is noticed, but it is not very extensive.

It

occurs between. the mineral grains, and is more noticeable around the
edges of the feldspar grain.s.

In several otthe grains of feldspars

an occasional iron 'spot may be not'iced within the grain, but this is
by no means common.·

Some of the iron streaks run through the grains.

Some magnetite is present which occurs almost entirely in conta.ct with
or within the maries present and there is hardly any occurrence elsewhere.

Some magnetite occurs in the feldspar grains.

~uartz 1~

rather prominent , with most ot it being rather large

grained, many of .the larger sizes 2 to 4 rom.

There are, some mafies

and iron streaks through the crystals, some of the mafies being dispersed throughout the quartz. in ~l grains.

Some quartz as small

as

Most of the feldspars

.05 mm. is observed in the feldspar gra1il.s.

are p1agioclase , with some microeline noted.

There is some pyrite

present.
Specimen A4.-4

A large quantity

~f

mafias are present.

~cattered

throughout the

sample , with most of the occurrences being mrs disseminated, and not
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that they cannot be identified.
Specimen El-2
This is a red granite, with some maties present and with the oc-

or

magnetite closely assoc,iated with the mafies, but in small

quantities.

Iron staining is about moderate, with some stains present

currence

· through the g:rains, but a lot of iron seems to be present as spots in
the grains or else included in the grains.

Part of the quartz is present in large grains thrOUghout the sample and part of it is present in fine grains scattered throughout the
sample and throughout most of the other minerals present, similar to

that in spectmen El-l.
Same of the feldspars occur as large grained feldspars and some
as tine grained feldspars, with most of' the large grained having quartz

scattered through them.
Spectmen El-3
Same maties are present scattered around in the specimen, wi th
some magnetite, pyri ta, and also some iron spots occurring a.ssociated

with them.

~he

magnetite is more abundant and more scattered through-

out the sample than the pyrite.

Iron stains are moderate, occurring

over all the sample, and occurring in the form of streaks running
around all the grains and through many of the grains of the other
minerals present.

Some iron spots are also present in the spectmen.

A moderate amount of quartz is present, most of it rather large
grained, but with same of 1 t occurring in small sizes.

Some of it

occurs within some ot the feldspars and some between the grains.

The

feldspars are mostly large grained with some of them. being small

graine.d and scattered.

Mest have sane quartz, maries, and iron in
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them, and most seem to be plagioclase.
, Specimen· E2-1
This is a tine grained red granite.

The iron stains are fairly

low, 'With only part of the iron occurring as stains running through
the grains, most of it being in the form of spots around the mafies.

Some little :pyrite is present, and a larger amount of magnetite,
which is associated with the mafies for the most part.

The quartz is

:rine grained and scattered throughout the sample with a lot of it be-

tween the grains, but with more seemingly in the feldspars themselves.
The feldspars are mostly plagioclase, with very much quartz

seemingly occurring within the grains.

Most ot the feldspars are

rather small grained, but some larger sizes are present.
Specimen 1:2-2
The iron stains are rather low with only a few streaks observed
in the specimen, most of the iron being located in .the form

close to the'mafies, or associated w:Lth the m.fics.
iron streaks run through the grains of feldspar.

ot spots

Some ot the feW'

~1 te

a lot ot

magnetite is present scattered throughout the sample tor the most
part, but' it occurs a:Lm.ost entirely vlith the mafies.

Some few pyrite

grains are also observed.

Quite a lot of mafias are present, scattered throughout the whole
specimen, with most of them. rather ~ine ~a1ned, but some are in
streaks through the other minerals, and some occur in larger grains.
Most of the quartz is rather :fine grained ,and disseminated through-

out the sample, but some larger grains are present, rather well
scattered in the feldspar.

Some of the feldspars are plagioclase and

some orthoclase, and most are large grained.
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Specimen A4-5

The mafies are rather high in content, occurring in masses for
the most part, and in some instances between the grains.
Iron stains occur around and through the grains with some of the

stains rather heavily concentrated in s~ots and not with the mafies.
Quite a bi t of quartz is present, most of it large grained, but with

some slightly smaller.

The feldspars appear rather dark, this prob-

ably being due to pink fe,ldspars which cause a red color.

The granite

is large grained, with quite a bit of plagioclase ,and some orthoclase
present.
S~cimen A4-6

This is a red granite, which is large grained, and the feldspars

are dark.

The mafies are rather high, occurring in .masses throughout

the sample tor the most part, but

so~e

are in smaller sizes at inter-

vals in the sample , although they are not as co.nmon.

Quite a lQt of

",magnetite is present, most of it closely associated with the mafies
and some away from it.

No pyrite is observed.

Most or the quartz is

large grained ~ut some of it is small grained, and 1t occurs throughout the sample.

Iron stains are fairly frequent, with most of the

iron staining running around the edge of the grains and some running

into the grains.
The quartz content is high and it is rather large grained and
scattered throughout.

Some of the feldspars are plagioclase and some

orthoclase, and most of them. are rather large grained.

SpeciMn A4-7
The mafies eontent is fairly high, although not as bad as in

Sample A4-6.

Some magnetite is present J most in larger grains, and
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it is associated.with the mafies.

Iron staining is fairly 10 , some

of the streaks going around the grains and some th1'ough the grains.

Quite a lot ot quartz is present, a lot of it large grained, and a
lot of it small grained.
Most of the feldspars are large grained and are present as plagio-

clase, with some ?rthoclase also being present.

Selection of Working

S~ples

From this examination, a list of the most favorable samples were

made, and these were compared against each other, in order to determine which' of the samples were most suited ,for the purpose of the
feldspar separation.

"Th1s examination was conducted with the obje'ct

of detenmining which would present the fewest interference factors for
the separation and purification of the feldspar from the other minerals
present.

The most important factors observed and noted in ,this com,

parison were the iron spots and iron staining, the magnetite, pyrite,
and chalcopyrite, the mafies, and the occurrence or physieal character
of the feldspar and quartz.

One other important factor should be noted

and that is the one of' grain size.
point of the method

o~

This is important from t,he stand-

separation of the materials for purification,

and directly related to this, the use of the feldspar for the ceramic

industry.

I t the feldspar" can be obtained in the purified state in the

grain size range coarse enough tor glass, it can be separated by

tabling, whereas, it the structure ot the granite is such as to require
fine grinding to free the various canstituents the entire separation

aust be done by flotation, and it will then be in such a tine state
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that it cannot be used in the glass industry, and must be used in the

Ceramic industries requiring very fine grain sizes.

With these factors in mind, the following six granite samples were
selected for the purpose of attempting the

sep~ration

and :purification

ot the feldspar' from the other constituents. The first tour of these
are coarse grained, while the latter two are very tine grained.
Table No.2
Samples Selected for Further Work

Al-6

West cent er Sect ion 10,'I!34N'., R3E, (<tuarry on Highway (east side) North of Graniteville -- West wall

Iron Co.
Granite Bend Quarry - Sout h

t

Be ction 10, T. 27N ~

B4E ,Wayne Oounty J 3 miles north of. Co. Rd. 1tA",

on east side of Missouri Pacific R.B..

South side

ot large quarry.
A3-1

Skrainka Q,uarry -- N

i

Section 3, T33N", RGE Madison

County.
A4-3

West center Section '5, T34N, R6I, St. Francois Co.

Old quarry.
A4-4

VlestCenter Section 4, T3~, RGE, St. Francois Co.
old small quarry.

Cl-2

North Center Sec. 9, T36N', R7E, Ste. Gene~eve 00.

In J once. creek -- 100' East of road crossing South

ot Miller Switch.
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Each of these six samples was then given a very thorough microscopic examination by means of the thin sections, to date'mine the grain

sizes of all the constituent minerals and the theoretical size to which
the samples will have to be ground to ge't complete separation of the

minerals.

It was also neoessary to determine all the ,minerals present

in the sample which will. have to be contended with and which were not
identified entirely in the preliminary examination, but only placed in-

to broad groups for classification.

Comwlete Examination of Thin Sections
Al-6 Large Grained, red granite
The iron is present in some three forms.

The magnetite present

is in the form of granules which are between the grains, although some

of the granules occur within the feldspar grains.
within the grains are all about .075

.Irlll:

Those that occur

in size while in the other oc-

currences between the grains they run as large as .22

ot the magnetite is associated

mIll

in size.

Most

with the biotite present, and is not

distributed over the entire sample.

The pyrite also occurs associated

with the biotite but its occurrence is not so widespread, and it is
noted in only a tew instances.

Ferric oxide is present in the form 'of

stains which are rather lOW, and occur for the most part around the
grains of the minerals. with some few being observed within the grains

of feldspar and quartz.
There is a rather large quantity ot biotite present, most at it
in large grains (around 2.2.mm) and occurring in masses.

There'is also

chlorite present J although it does not occur in as great a quantity as
the biotite.

It also occurs in masses and the grains run around .5 mm.
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Some fluorite 1s also present in a few instances and it is about .15

.mm in size.
The quartz content is rather low, with some of the grains being

very large (2.3 mm), but enough around .75 nun to warrant grinding to
that size to try treeing the quartz from the other minerals.

Most' of the feldspars are also large grained and there are some

smaller sizes present so that .75 nm would also probably free the
feldspars from the other materials present.
Some chlorite is present, but only a small quantity.

Some zircon

is also present but it too is only a small quantity.

B3-1

Large grained, grey granite

Some biotite is present scattered in the sample, with the average
size being about .15.om with some grains being a little smaller and
most 'being a little larger.

The quantity is rather low.

The Q.uartz

content is rather lOW, with most of it being in large sized grains as
much as 2 .mm. in size but some around .2 mm..

Most ot the feldspars are very large grained with some quartz
etching being present on most of the grains present.

Sane are as large

as 2 mm.. with most of them. in the larger graip. sizes, and some of them

running down to around 0.5

lIm.

Iron is present' in several torms, the

most important of which is probably the iron in the form. of stains.
There 1s some iron present in the form. of stains, and most of the

moderate amount present occurs almost entirely between the grains ot
the quartz and the feldspar, and most of this should be removed by
means of proper grinding •

. Magnetite, and pyrite, two other forms

or

iron, are present in

fairly large quantities, and occur tor the most par,t disseminated
throughout the whole sample in particles aro,und .075 mm., with very
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little occurring concentrated in spots such as with the mafics.
Some chlorite is present in the sample although not in such large
amounts.

Some zircon is present in small quantities.

No chalcopyrite

is observed.
AS-I

Very :fine grained, pink gran! te

Some biotite is present, but in small quantities and in small
sizes, being around .04 mm for the most part.

The grains are rather

widely disseminated in the sample.
The quartz is also present in grains averaging around .04 mm and
thes,e are rather abundant in quantity (about 40-50%) and scattered

throughout the sample.
The feldspar grains ,are around .04 rom tor the most part and are
also scattered throughout the satl:q)le in small grain sizes.

Some of

the quartz and feldspars are present in larger grains, but their pre-

. senee is not common' enough to warrant crushing to that size.
Some pyrite is present, with some little magnetite also present,
disseminated and about .04 - .075.mm in size.

Some chlorite is present

in small quantities, and no fluorite 1s observed.

Sane tew zircon

grains are present.
A4-3

Very large grained and pink

Q,uite a bit of biotite is present, occurring in streaks through
the grains ot quartz and magnetite, and also in masses in other parts

of the sample, most Of them ranging in sizes around .75 to 1.0 mm..

Rather large quantities of

b~otite

are.present.

Some of the iron is present in the form of stains, although t.his

amount is rather small, as only a 'lew iron spots or stains can be observed in this sample.

Most of the stains are around and between the

grain's of the other materials present, wi th very few running through
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any of the grains.

The quartz content 1s rather low and occurs through most of the
sample.

Most of the grain sizes are very large, with biotite running

through most of them.

.4 to • 5 rom should be small enough to release

enough of the q,uartz present but

~

larger size might also work.

Most of the feldspars are very large" some, as much as 3 .mm, in
size, with some smaller sizes present, but none under .4 rom. in size.
Q,uite a bit of" plagioclase and orthoclase is present.

Some magneti te

is also present, occurring with the biotite, and it is about .1 mm.

and larger in size.

It does not occur in great quantities and is not

disseminated through the sample.

Some chlorite is present but no

zircon is observed.
Medium. grained,
, grey granite

A4-4

~uite

a bit of biotite and some fluorite are present, scattered

throughout most, of the sample', most of it being in sizes

of

around

.2 mm. and up to I'mm., and occurring throughout the sample, between the

grains of quartz and feldspar.
Very large qunatities of magnetite are present, all of it

00-

curring within the biotite grains, and none alone through the rest at
the sample.

Most of it is about .2 mm in size, some being somewhat

smaller and some larger.
The' quartz is distributed throughout the sample, and is present
in fa.irly large quantities, with most of it being around the .2 mm
size.

Most of the· feldspar grains are present in larger sizes than the

rest of the minerals with some of them being as much as 1 mm in size and
only pa.rt of them being around the .2 mm size in which most of the other
minerals occur.
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No iron stains of any sort are visible in, the sample.

Some zircon

and: some chlorite are present in small quantities, but no fluorite.
01-2 Medium. grained, pink granite

The iron staining is rather low, most of the stains being rather
short in extent t and occurring chiefly around the maries present.
Q,uite a lot of biotite is present in the sample, most of it being
in masses of more than one grain and most of the grains are of large

size, being about l'mm in size, with some somewhat smaller in size
(.5 rom).

Most of the quartz which occurs in fairly large quantities is
very large (1 .rom - 1.5 mm) and only a small quantity is around .3 mm.

in size.
The feldspar content is not as high as in some of the other samMost of it is rather large grained with about .3.mm. as the lower

ples.

limit, and most is quite a bit larger.
Q,uite a lot of magnetite is present, all of it included in the

miea, and it is very large grained in some instances, but extends down
to about .075 in a few instances.
Some fluorite is observed, as is also some chlorite and zircon.

Gathering

of

Samples

A trip was made to each of these places and ea.ch of these sites

examined :tor assessib11i ty, means .and nearness of transportation,
I

amount o:r material present, and mode of oceurrence.

Picture:s were

made of each of these sites, and approximately 100 Ibs. of material
obtained
. for t~her work.
'

The descriptions and illustrations of the

locations trom which the six samples were taken are on the following

pages.
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Specimen A4-4
This specimen was obtained in an old quarry in the

est center of

Section 4, Township 34 North, Range 6 East, in St. Franeois County. It
is a dioritic type of rock, and is fairly high in maries, magnetite

and mica being the most important members present.

FIG.

2

QUARRY OF SPEcrMEN A4-4

This sample was cOln.})osed of chips taken from the surface of the
quarry, representing comparatively fresh material.

The quarry is be-

side a road, and is located ~i to 2 miles trom a railroa.d.

This is a

grey granite whioh is mined in small Qutcro:ppings, with chips over
most of the surface o:f the abandoned Quarry.

taken looking South.

The picture, Fig. 2, is
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Specimen A4-3
This specimen

wa'S

also obtained in an old quarry t which in this

case was located in the Vlest center of Section 5, Township 34 North,

Range 6 East, in St. Francois County. No pyrite or iron stains were
observed on examination,

and

an analysis by. the Missouri Geological

Survey showed a sulphur content of 0.005% with an iron (ire) content of
2.20%.

V \ G. '3
QUARRY OF SPEC\MEN A4-3
This picture, Fig. 3, was made looking South across the quarry,
which is about 100 feet in diameter, and about 180 teet long reaching

a depth of approximately 12 feet with 2-3 feet of overburden.

The

quarry is about 100 feet from the road, and about 1 mile from sa.m:ple
A4-4 or about 2 or :3 miles from the Railroad.
The granite, which is of a darlr :pink color, was mined and sold

for chicken grit.

The sam;p1es were taken at random from different

faces of the quarry, to get a representative sample of the material

present.
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Spa cimen B3-1

The Granite Bend

~uarry

quarry is in the South'i

was the location of this specimen.

The

ot Section 10, Township 27 North, Range 4

East in Wayne County and 1s3 miles North of County Road "Aft' on the

East side of the Mo. Pac. R.R.

Some chalcopyrite and :pyrite wereob-

served with a small amount o:r magnetite also present.

An analysis

had shown a sulphur content of .0.07% and Fe = 2.50%.

F

r G,

4

Q U AR RV OF SPECIMEN

83-1

Thi 8 :picture, Fig. 4, was made on a high bluff above the quarry,
looking West to'W8.rd the R.i.{.

The Cluarry is very large, being about 75

teet deel', and 150-200 teet in width and length.
The granite is grey, with some pink present.

observed on the surface of the breaks..

(See Fig 4).
Iron staining was

The samples were taken .from

chips from mining around the top, since it was the same type as in the
bottom.

Oare was taken to :prevent selection of the iron stained chips

tor the samples.
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Spec imen A3-1
This specimen was trom the Skrainka Quarry, located in the North

i

of Section 3, Tovmship 33 North, Range 6 East, in Madison County.

The structure was an apli te' dike in diabase, and an analysis had shown.

a sulphur conte~t 'of 0.038% and an Fe content of 1.85%.

Fig. 5
Dike, Specimen A3-1
These samples were chipped from the dike in the stream bed.
dike has a strike of S 60 OW'., and is 20-24· wide.

The

In Fig. 5, the head

of the hammer is on the seam of rock along the NE wall of the structure.

The structure extends tor a long distance.
There are three or tour diabase quarries nearby which were formerly
worked.

This structure is approximately 1 mile trom any road, and a

much greater distance :from any railroad.
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Specimen 01-2
The sample was taken in Janca Creek, 100 feet East of the road

crossing, and South of

l~illert s

Switch.

It is in the l-orth center of

Section 9, Tovmship 36 North, Range 7 East, in Ste. Genevieve County.

The granite is coarse and fairly high in mafies, and the outcropping
is approximately 40 feet wide.

Fig. 6
Boulders t Specimen 01-2

The pick is placed at the point from which the samples were taken

(see arrow, Fig. 6).
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Specimen Al-6
The samples were taken in a quarry in the west center of Sect ion
10, Township 34 North, Range 3 East.

The granite is fine grained and

red, and no pyrite or magnetite was observed.

~uarry

This is a very lar
and on the Railroad.

wide, with a depth or

,8

the

Fig. 7
wall, Specimen Al-6

quarry on Highway 21 North of Graniteville
~uarry

is about 300 feet long by 100 feet

bout 75 :feet to the surface of the water which

is in the deep part of the quarry.
The red granite is similar to most of that scattered over all
the county in that section.

The saIJlI>les were taken from ohi1>8

scattered at the sides of the mine. 'faces.
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Crushing of Samples for Sieve Analysis
Po~ions

of these samples were then ground or crushed by means of

a jaw crusher, and rolls, in order to determine at what mesh the parti-'·
clea of feldspars, quartz, magnetites, mafies, and other materials be-

came broken from each other in such a manner that they can be separated
by other methods to obtain the pure feldspar.

;. small sample of each

was put through the above procedure and then the sample was put through
various sized sieves and classified, so that they might be examined by

means of a binocular microscope, and the proper grain size determined
tor crushing the rest of the sample for further work.
B3-1

U .5. Standard Sieve 'Series

Throurll

-On

10 mesh

12 mesh

No treeing of the quartz from the feldspar

nor of the biotite and magnetite from. the

other materials.
12

14

Still no apparent separation of the mater-

ials noted.
14

16

Some breaking of the granite is noted al-

ong the surface of the mafies (chlorite)
but none around the quartz and feldspar.
16

18

No further change is noted from'the l)re-

vious sample.
18

20

Some of the quartz is becoming distinct
enough to note the se:parate grains in the
felds:pars, but it still adheres to the

feldspar.
20

25

Several instances of ant irely free quartz
grains, and entirely free chlorite.
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Through

.Q!!.
magnetite, and biotite grains is noted,
with a number of grains still included
with other materials.

25

30

The same effect is noted as in the previous sample, only more of the quartz,
magnetite, and mafies grains are freed.

30

35

Some further improvement is noted.

35

40

The .majority of the mafies are free

while most of the large quartz grains are

also treed.
Only some of the very fine particles of

40

mafies and magnetite are still included,
most of them being treed; most ot the
quar~z

is also freed.

Very tew of the quartz grains and dark

45

minerals still remain unseparated.
50

60

Some further improvement is noted.

The

quartz is separated.
60

70

Still further 1mpr)ovement is noted on the

dark minerals.
Separation is almost entirely complete.

70

80

80

100

Separation is complete except for magnetite.

100

120

Separation 1s complete except for magnetite.

120

140

Separation is complete

exce:p~

netite in a small amount.

tor mag-
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Through

-On

140

170

Separation is complete except for a small,
amount of magnetite.

170

200

Separation is complete.

200

It would seem from the examination of the above materials under a
binocular microscope wi th the use of an ale ctromagnet having a point on

it such as on a pencil, that about half of all the particles of the
sample are attracted by the magnet in the grain size 45-50 and about

40% on 60 mesh.

This can no doubt be attributed to the finely divided

magnetite present in.t4e sample, the small particles of magnetite ineluded in the feldspar or quartz grains being enough to bring the
whole grain to the magnet.

Using this method on the 200 mesh sample

where the magnetite sizes are supposed to separate about
the material was attracted.

i

to 1/5 of

It was decided to try crushing the sample

through 6D mesh and separating it to determine the purity.

This sample was crushed by means of the jaw crusher and rolls,
and also passed through the sieves and a sample of each size retained

for microscopic examination.

Since this was a tine grained specimen,

it was passed through the :rinest mesh sieves also, i.e., 240, 270,
325 mesh, and a sample ot these grain sizes retained in order to
study them at these sizes.

Through

On

10 mesh

12 mesh

No se:paration ot the feldspar, magnetite,
quartz, or other materials is observed.
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Through

91!
and none of the particles are affected by
the ma.gnet.

12

14

There is no change in the separation or
magnetism.

14

16

The quartz is broken free on two sides on
many of the grains, and no magnetic

particles are attracted.
16

18

No improvement is noted.

18

20

Some slight improvement is noted, and

there are still no magneticallY attracted
particles.
20

25

Some quartz grains are entirely free, and

others are still included, but there are

no magnetic particles.
25

30

Some improvement is noted, but it is
slight.

30

35

i;~uite

a few quartz grains are treed-;

no magnetic particles are seen.
~5

4.0

No improvement is noted.

40

45

Quite a lot of free quartz grains are
present, but no magnetic particles.

Most

of the rest of the quartz g~a1ns are ot
very small size, as are· also the feldspar
grains.

45

50

A.bout all of the large quartz grains are
tree as well as the feldspars, leaving-

80

Through

On

only the small sizes unfree.
50

60

No change is noted.

60

70

There is I1t~le change except that some
of the particles are magnetic.

70

80

There is not much change; more ot the

particles are attracted by the magnet.
80

100

Little change is noted.

100

120

Little Change of separation is noted.

120

140

Little change noted.

140

170

There is some magnetic separation.

170

200

Q,ui te a number of the part icles are free;

about 50% of the quartz is free.
200

230

Almost all of particles are freed from

each other.
230

270

270

325

Separation is complete •

.

ft

As was evidenced by the thin section study of' this specimen little

magnetite was present, and it was only on the very tine particles that
the magnet had any effect whatsoever, and only a few particles were

attracted by the magnet.

At about 50 mesh the large sized quartz and

feldspar grains all became separated, leaving the small particled material.

The small grains ot quartz and feldspar became treed from each

other at about 200 mesh and the separation is good at this point.

~
The sample was orushed by means of the jaw crusher and rolls,
then passed through the sieves, and the residues on each sieve saved
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for microscopic examination.

The residues examined were all those

trom 10 mesh to 200 mesh.

Throuedl;

On

10 mesh

12 mesh

About 10% of the grains are affected by

the magnet.

Some freeing of quartz is

noted but not much.

The feldspar seems

rather red.
12

14

Much greater freeing ot quartz and feldspar is observed.

About 15 to 20% ot the

material is affected by the magnet.

14

16

About 5% is attracted by a magnet.

There

is a pretty good separation of quartz and

feldspar.
16

18

5% magnetic material is present , with

,quartz and feldspar separation very good,
but not quite. complete; some of the mica

is still clinging to different grains.
18

20

5% magnetic material: is present, and the
q~artz

and feldspar separation is about

complete.

Some mica still remains on

some of the feldspar.

There is more

feldspar than quartz, a ratio ot about
70-30 be ing noted.

20

25

The feldspar and quartz seem separatei
with the feldspar very much more free of

mic'a and other mafies.

About 5% is
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Thr°ush

~

attrac ted by the magne t.
25

30

Some impro vemen t of the mica freein g is
noted .

30

35

The felds par is fairly clean .

5% of the

grain s are attrac ted by the magne t.
35

40

The reldsp ·ar is clear of mica in most

2% is attrac ted by the magne t.

instan ces.
40

45

2% is magne t ically attrac ted.

The feld-

spar is clear of mica, and also freed
from the Quart z.
45

50

Q,uart z, felds par, magn etite, and mica are
freed .

Separ ation is compl ete

50

60

60

70

ff

ff

70

80

It

1t

80

100

ff

100

120

"

120

140

140

170

170

200

"
ff

"
f1

tf

"

ff

"

tt

eithe r
In this sampl e, the felds par has rathe r a red tinge , due
nt, the resul t to
to iron in the felds par itsel f, or to manga nese prese
be determ ined by che.m.i.cal

a~alysis

after separ ation is comp lete.

ot the felds par and quart z is attra cted

Muoh

by the magne t in the grain

the 2% Fe will
size -12+1 4 mesh, and it is hoped that a good part of'
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be present in this impurity.

At -18+20 mesh the quartz and feldspar

separation seems to be about complete, but' there is qUite a bit of the
mica and chlorite still adhering to the quartz and feldspar grains,

not breaking free to give good separation.

Around -35+40 mesh the

feldspar and quartz and micas are almost entirely free, and at +50

mesh, the separation o~ the materials is excellent.

This separation

continues good on through the rest of the sample.
These samples were all subjected to a staining test devised by
the Bureau ot Mines
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Whereby the feldspars are etched with a 1:1

so~

lution of HOl, and a safranine dye used to color the feldspar and leave
the quartz free of color.

This method was not found to work satisfactor-

ily on the samples, due probably to the fact that where the materials

still are unparted a line ot demarcation cannot be observed, and where
the samples part at a tine mesh they cannot be determined due to the
binoculars being too weak to discern.
A4-4

This sample was also crushed with a jaw crusher and put through
the rolls and sieved, saving samples of all the residues on all the
sieve series, and

eXamini~

binocular microscope in

each of the residues by means of the

ord~r

'to study the breakdown or the various

minerals from each other.
Through

On

10 mesh

12 mesh

No separation is noted -- about 60% is
attracted by t'he magnet, With a lot ot
magnetite present in all the grains.

~
7 i:J.

~,.
1
~e

t

A •L•

;

Feldspar and

Sta~ning
Method for the Differentiation Betv.reen
....
~uartz.

lDf.5. Bur. Min. R.I. 3370, 69-70 (1938).
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Through

-On

12

14

No separation is observed.

50% is

attracted by the magnet.
14

16

No separation is 09served.

60% is

attracted by the magnet.
16

18

No se];)8.ration is observed.

60% is

attracted by the magnet.
18

20

Very little

separ~t1on

is noted.

50% is

attracted by the magnet.
20

25

Little change is noted.

25

30

Some separat10n is noted -- 50% is
attracted by the magnet.

30

35

Some further separation is noted -- 50%

is still attracted by the magnet.
35

40

Much better separation of quartz and
feldspar is observed, w'ith a lot of

mafies still clinging to both.

50%

is

removed wi th a magnet.
40

45

A great improvement in the separation ot

feldspar and quartz is seen, most

or

the

quartz and feldspar being removed, with
some of the maries still adhering to

both.

About 20% of the material is re-

moved by the magnet.
45

50

The separation of quartz and feldspar is

about complete wi th some of the mafies

still adhering to some of the grains.
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Through

On

00

60

The quartz and feldspar are separated and
practically all of the mica is separated

trom the quartz and feldspar grains. About
15%

60

70

ot the material is removed

by the

magnet.

About 10% is removed by the magnet, which
includes almost all of those particles
having dark colored minerals attached to

them.

All of the quartz and feldspar

grains are separated and the feldspar

appe,ars to be very white and pure on ex-

amination.
70

80

The separation ot the dark minerals trom

the quartz and feldspar particles is al-

most complete.
80

+00

The separation of quartz, mica, feldspar,

and other materials is complete.
100

120

The separation is complete, with about

2% of the grains attracted by magnet.
120

140

140

170

170

200

Separation is cemplete.

•

"

tf

From the above examination it would seem that the sample might
possibly be separated at about +50 meSh, and the results would prob-

ably be vary pure feldspar, as it ·is a. very white color.

However, it

the dark minerals (mica. and magnetite, and chlorite) do not come out
completely at this size, -70 m.esh would probably give aeomplete se-

paration and giva good results.
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Al-6
This sample was ground with a jaw crusher and then put through
the rolls and through the sieves, with residues being saved from each

of the sieves from the minus 10 to the plus 200 mesh, and each ot

these residues examined under the binocular microscope.

Through

On

10 mesh

12 mesh

No separation of any of the materials is

noted.

Some few particles are attracted

by the magnet.

12

14

Some breaking around the edge

ot

the quartz part.icles is noted.

some of

None ot

the sample is magnetic.

14

16

Some of the quartz gra ins are almost
freed trom. the feldspar but none of the
dark colored minerals, which are smaller.
None of the sample is magnetic.

16

18

:More of the quartz particles are freed,
with a lot still adhering.

A lot of the

dark minerals still adhere to the quartz
and feldspar.

None of the particles are

magnetic.

18

20

A. lot of the quartz is freed, but some

still is adhering to the feldspar; some
of the mica is treed , with some few

particles attra.cted by the magnet.
20

25

Not much further improvement is noted.
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Through

On

25

30

More of the quartz and mica are freed
from the :feldspar.

30

35

Much is still adhering.

Only a slight improvement is noted.

Only

a few magnetic particles can be observed.
35

40

Some of

th~

quartz is still attached to

the feldspars and some of the micas are
also still attached, but in a mueh smaller
quantity.
40

45

Almost all of the quartz is freed, and

almost allot the mica. Very tew particles
are magnetic, indicating a very low mag-

netite content.
45

50

There is some improvement,' but there is

still too much mica adhering to the particles.
50

60

Q,uite a lot of the :fine grained quartz is
still clinging to the feldspars, requir-

ing a much finer separation to free them.
60

70

Some little improvement is seen,. but not

enough.
70

80

Most of the mica is freed.

Most of the

sample seems to be quartz at this grain

size.
80

100

Only a small part .ot the mica is still
remaining attached.
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Through

-On

100

120

About all of the mica, quartz, and feld-

spars are freed, with this size probably
being suitable for complete separation.
More quartz than feldspar is observed on

the finer grain sizes.
120

140

Pretty good separation 1s observed.

140

170

Separation is complete.

170

200

"

"

"

From this examination it would seem evident that the sample
would have to be ground to about the 120 mesh size in order to secure

freeing of the quartz and feldspars, and the mica is not treed before
this size either.
if much is present.

200 mesh might be necessary to free the magnetite,
Most of the feldspar is rather a red color, and

probably is iron stained.

The

feldsp~r

is probably retained in the

coarser sizes, causing the finer mesh sizes to be about all _quartz.
The sample was evidently from a somewhat different section than the
thin section.

This sample was crushed through the jaw crusher and then passed
through the rolls.

The sample was then passed through the e'ntire sieve

series trom -10 to +200 and the residue on each sieve saved and examined
microscopically to determine the' necessary size for crushing to obtain

the free particles.
Through

On

10 mesh

12 mesh

Some of the quartz is partially treed,
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Through

On

but a lot of the grains contain enough
magnetite to be attracted by the magnet

(about 40%).

12

14

Some of the quartz and feldspar is en-

tirely treed, and some is still clinging.

About 40% is attracted by the magnet.

14

16

Some of the mica is treed from the quartz
and feldspar.

16

18

About

40%

is still magnetie.

Q,u1te a b1 t of the quartz and :feldspar are

freed but quite a bit of mica and magnetite

remains included.

18

20

Only a little improvement is noted.

20

25

Some of the quartz and feldspar is still

combined, with the mica also adhering to

each 'of the grain types.
25

30

Most of the quartz and feldspars are se-

parated with much of the mica and magnetite
freed.

About 15% is a ttraeted by the mag-

net.
30

35

Same improvement is noted.

35

40

Separation,ot the quartz and feldspar is
about complete.

Most of the mica. and

magnetite' is freed, but not all of it.
About 10% is affected by the magnet.

40

45

Not much change is noted.

45

50

There is still but little change.

5)

60

About all of the mica, quartz, and
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Through

On
the feldspar is freed.

About. 8 - 10% is

affected by the magnet.
grains are freed.

About all of the

Some of the quartz and

some ot the feldspars are red stained
probably from the iron.
70

80

All th e grains are freed, and some are

stained.

80

100

All grains are freed.

About

2 - 3% is

attracted by the magnet.
100

120

120

140

"

If

"

tt

ff

14:0

170

"

n

tt

It

.,

170

200

ft

ft

ft

"

"

Same condition noted as above.

From the above observations it would seem that about 60 mesh
would be a good size to grind the sample tor the first trial of the
material, which should give about ail :free quartz, mica, and feldspar.
Some of

~he

feldspar and quartz grains appear to be iron stained.

Atter the above examination, it was decided to limit the experiments to approximately 3 sa.rIll'les, since the Al-3- specimen from the

Skrainka Q,uarry was very fine grained, and the dike was so small and
inaccessible that discovery of a process of separation would prove of
little value, the Al-6 specimen did not have the minerals treed until
100 mesh, which would require a long grinding period, and specimen

01-2 was so red in color that the f'eldspar would be highly colored and
also , its mineralogical composi tion was somewhat similar to specimen
&4-3.'-~··': i'hi"s

'leaves specimens B.3-1, ..1\.4-3, and A4-4, for further work.
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The chemical analyses of the three sample s were determined and
they are given in Table 3 as follows:

Table No.3

Chemical' .Analysis of Granites

!!::!
Loss on ignition

.4.4-3

B3-1

.30

.62

.40

75.00

7~.42

67.70

.65

1.28

2.82

Magnesia (MgO)

2.12

1.81

2.90

Titania (Ti0 2 )

none

Ferrie Oxide (Fe OZ )
2

1.83

2.mO

2.50

14.87

14.50

16.50

Potash (~0)

3.51

5.01

4.67

Soda (Na O)
2

1.80

3.'12

2.40

100.08

99.96

99.89

Silica (8i0 2 )

Lime (CaO)

Alumina (A~03)

Screen analyses were also made of the three samples, running the
analysis on material that had been put through the jaw crusher, then
the rolls J and also on a sample of the material that had been passed
through the jaw crusher and then the hammer mill, in order to determine whether or not any difference could be noted in freeing of the
minerals by these two methods.
5.

'fhe results are gi van in Tables 4 and

The range of the sieves used was determined by the microscopic

examination of the specimens previously.
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Table No.4
Sieve Analysis of Grani tea
100 gm. Sample through Rolls
A4-4

%

A4-3

~

B3-1

%

On

-L.

16

18

2.3

2.3

18

20

3.5

6.8

20

25

4.1.

9.9

25

30

4.4

14.3-

.4

.4

30

35

5.0

19.3

1.6

2.0

35

40

6.3

25.6

4.5

6.5

40

45

6.1

31.7

4.2

10.'1

0.6

0.6

45

50

'5.5

37.2

7.7

18.4

8.6

9.2

50

60

7.1

44.3

8.0

26.4

12.2

21.4

60

70

6.0

50.3

8.5

34.7

9.7

31.1

70

80

4.6

54.9

8.9

43.6

7.1

38.2

80

100

8.6

63.5

6.5

50.1

10.6

48.8

100

120

4.5

68.0

9.5

59.6

6.0

54.8

120

J.40

4.3

72.3

5.2

64.8

5.8

60.0

140

170

4.5

76.8

5.3

70.1

5.6

66.2

170

200

2.9

7'9.8

5.1

75.2

3.8

70.0

200

230

3.8 .-

83.5

3.6

78.8

1.5

71.5

230

270

.7

81.2

1.3

80.1

4.2

75.7

270

325

15.2

99.4

4.7

84.8

4.3

80.0

15.0

99.8

~

100.0

Through

325
',99.4

Cumulative

..L

99.8

Cumulative

..L

100.0

Cumulative
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minerals became separated at the -45 mesh size when crushed by means

of the rolls, but when crushed by means of the hammer mill, the grains
became separated at the -16,+18 mesh size.

The other two samples

shovred little change in the two different methods except that there

were more fines by the rolls, but the analysis was of value in finding
that it' is possible to grind the B3-1 sample to -18 .mesh rather than
-45 mesh size.

This was probably because breaking in the hammer mill

is by impaction rather than crushing.

Laboratory Procedure
From this point each

o~

the samples were run individually to com-

pletion so as to avoid confusion in the results obtained.

Tests were

run on a sample ot Graniteville granite which had been shipped to the
Schoo·l Mine and had been ground for previous use in order to determine
the proper procedure of tabling to separate the quartz and feldspar,

and thUS, not consume large quantities of the material to be purified.
For the sake of simplioi ty t thi.s sample will be called G3-6.
Table No. 6

Specimen G3-6

Tabling
16 t +70 mesh granite

HF

Trial No.

1

lbs/T
5.0

Lauryl amine
hydrochloride JUel Oil
(D.P. 243)

0.2

.1bs(T

2.5

llemarks
None of the minerals

were .floated.
2

10.0

0.3

3.75

Only some of the feldS:P8-r removed.

3

lO~·O··.

0.3

3.75

Aged 1 hour.

No effect

on the separation.
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Trial No.

4

Lauryl amine
hydrochloride

Fuel Oil

fD.P. 243)

Ibs!T

lbs!T

10.0

0.3

3.75

Remarks
HF added and the sample

age d 1 hour, then re st

ot reagents added.
Little effect.

5

0.4

10.0

5.0

Very good separation.
About 5% feldspar in the
quartz, and about ~
quartz in the feldspar.

6

10.0

0.45

5.6

More quartz in the feldspar than, in trial 5.

7

10.0

0.45

.7.25

Still more quartz in
feldspar.

8

10.0

0.45

7.90

:ua.rt z in fe ldspar has
inc'reased still more.

10.0

0.45

8.55

Q,uartz is now up to about

18-20% of the feldspar
concentrate.

10

5.0

0.45

7.25

The separation was as
good as with the 10

0.45

11

7.25

No separation of any
kind.

12

20 001

0.45

7.25

EF.

Nothing floated.

Some feldspar floated,

but not enougho
13

25

Hel

0.50

7.90

Separation is not much

better.

14

10 HF

J..1

15.8

Q,uite a ~,

of quartz

came down wi th the feldspar.
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'From the above trials, a knowledge of tabling operations was obtained which may be applied to the three samples to be run.

It was

i'ound that larger quant1t"ies of oil would float more quartz with the
feldspar than desired.

HOI wa~ also found not to work satisfactorily

in replacing EF, and too large quantities of reagents were found to

cause poor separation.
With these results in mind t The B3-1- specimen was analyized,
using the sieve analysis and microscopic examinations to outline the
procedure to be followed on this

sam~le.

Since about half of the

sample is attracted by the magnet at the -100 mesh size, it is evident -that the magneti te~ is included in the

feld~ar

not become freed on crushing as had been hoped.

grains and did

It is evidently most

economical from the standpoint of grinding, to separate t·he quartz
from the feldspar before grinding to -200 mesh size so as not to have
to grind the quartz to -200 mesh before separating the quartz from .

the feldspar.
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FLOW SHEET

Hammer mill to through 16 mesh, separated into

Sample B3-1 (X)

-16 +100 mesh, and -100 mesh portions.

x = Chemical Analysis

,--

. 1-

-16 + 100 mesh

-100 mesh

Agglomerate tabling

I

Spar + Black

Froth Flotat ion

.

I

r

~uartz

Spar + Black

+ Black (X)

Quartz

I

I

Black (Xl

Reject

Reject

Grind trough

MagL-t---

200 mesh

I

r

.~

Black (X)

I

Reject

Dry

The -~6+100 mesh portion of the sample was tabled by means

ot

agglomerate tabling to separate the quartz and the feldspar "With the

following results:
Table No.7

Tabling Trials - Specimen B3-1
HE'

Trial No.

lbs!T

1

D.P. 243

Fuel Oil

Ibs/T

lbs/T

0.1

6.0

Remarks

None of the materials
tloate~.

2

10.0

0.65

l~one

of the materials

floated.
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D.P. 243

Trial No.

3

Ibs/T

lbs/T

5.0

0.50

Fuel Oil
Ibs!T

1.75

Remarks
None of the materials
floated.

4

10.0

0.50

2.00

None of the materials

floated.
5

5.0

0.50

2.00

None of the materials
floated.

6

10.0

2.0

2.00

Some of the feldspar

:floated.
7

10.0

2.0

4.00

Good separation ot quartz

and feldspar.
Trial 7 resulted 'in a very good separation of quartz from the
feldspar, with only a few quartz grains coming down with the feldspar.
Fifty-six per cent

or

the material

'WaS

found to come down with the

feldspar concentrate, and 44% with the quartz residue.
It is found by examination that practically all of the grains
from -18 to +35 mesh are feldspar, so a separation by screening can

first be made, resulting in a larger percentage of feldspar coneentrate from the original sample.
The next step in the procedure is the flotation of the -100 .mesh
material by means ot hydrofluoric acid and lauryl amine hydrochloride
(D.P. 243) in the following quantities:

27 lbs~ HF(ton

0.1 lbs. D.P. 243/ton

This gave a yield of 29.4% quartz and 70.6% feldspar.

This was

a very-good yield, but the amount of acid, 27 'lb/ton, was very ex-

cessive, due no doubt, to the iron present.

This sample was run
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crushing i t to -200 me sh, then pas sing it through a Frantz Ferro-filter

until free

or

iron, and the flotation was accomplished satisfactorily

using only 5 Ibs EFfton, and 0.1 lbs D.P. 243/ton.
The tabled sample was also crushed to -200 mesh and passed through

the Ferrofilter to remove the magnetite and obtain the purified feldspar.

Specimen

A4-4

exam~ed

The A4-4 sample was

thoroughly and from an analysis of

the sieve classification and microscopic examination, the following

flow sheet was set up.

nOVi SHEET

Specimen A4-4 (X)

Hammer Mill to through 35 mesh

Separated into -35 +100 mesh, and -100 mesh portions

I-

-100 mesh

-35 + 100 me sh

------

Froth Flotation

AgglomeratJ Tabling

r
1

Q,uartz + Black (X 1.

Spar + tlack

-GrmJ70 mesh

f

through

I.

ReJec t

Ma

~)
~
to size

,
S, r + Black

I

Q,uartz + Black (X)

I

Reject

100
The -35 +100 mesh portion of the A4-4 sample was first subjected

to an agglomerate tabling operation, using hydrofluoric acid, fuel oil,
and laurylamine hydrochloride (D.P. 243), to separate the
from the quartz.

feld~ar

The quantities of reagents used are given in Table B.

Table No.8

Tabling Trials - Specimen A4-4
Trial No.

1

lbs!ton

D.P. 243
lbs!ton

Fuel Oil
.lbs/ton

1.55

2

10

RamaIks
Not enough feldspar was

tabled off.
2

1.55

10

4

still not enough feldspar

was tabled off.
3

10

3.00

6

Some of the feldspar is

tabled off.
4

3.50

10

8

Some of the feldspar is
tabled off.

5

4.00

10

8

More of the telds11S-r is
tabled oft.

6

5.00

10

8

Good separation ot quartz
and feldspar resulted.

Rather large amounts of reagents are required in the separation

of the quartz and feldspar, due probably to the large amount of iron
and mica present.

This could possibly be overcome by first removing

the iron, and then subjecting it to a tabling operation, but this
would mean crushing the material to a finer mesh, and it would not be

so amenable to tabling.

Trial 6 yielded a quartz tailing of

38.5~

101
and a feldspar concentrate of 61.5%.

This feldspar concentrate was

then ground through 70 mesh, and passed through the magnet, until tree

of magnetic material.

After this operation it was dried and ground to

the finished size.
The next work

'WaS

done on the -100 mesh sample, sUbjecting it to

troth flotation, also using hydrofluoric acid and laurylamine hydro-

chloride.

However, with 27 Ibs of EF/ton and 1 lb. D.P. 243/ton little

ot the feldspar was floated, so magnetic separation before flotation
was decided on as the best procedure.

The -100 mesh material was

passed through a Ferro Filter until all the magnetite and iron bearing
materials were removed, and the sample then treated 'With the following

quantities of reagents.
HF

Trial

Ibs/ton

1

9

D.P.

243
Remarks

lbs/ton

Good se-paration of the quartz
and

feld~ar

resulted.

~7.5% of the sample was retained as quartz tailings, and 62.5% was

removed as feldspar concentrate.
This feldspar concentrate was- then put through a sodium oleate-

oil flotation process to remove any iron bearing particles present,
using the reagents in the following quantities:

oil Ibs/T
16

Sodium oleate lbs/T
4

Some few iron bearing part101es were removed, but the iron stained particles were not r~oved by this p~ocess.

The feldspar product

was then dried and analyze"d.
Specimen A4-3

The :r~llowing :flow sheet was set up tor the A4-3 specimen ai'ter
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an analy sis of the sieve analy sis, and also of th e t h1n sectio ns by
the micro scope .
FLOW SHEET
Sampl e A4-3 (X)

("X)

=

Chemical Analy sis

, and
The sampl e is crush ed throu gh 45 mesh by the ha.mm.ermi.ll

100, and -100
the mate rial is then separ ated in~o two portio ns, -45 +
mesh.
-45 +100

I

-100

tV-at Magne tic Separ ator

Spar" ';

(X)

:J:Sh

S;pa;r

I

.Ag lomer ate
tablin g

-::l

I

Black (X)

uartz

Rejec t

I

-r --

Q,uartz (X)
Rejec t

+

rua.

rtz

Bl ack

Rejec t

Froth Flota tion

splr

Q.uatz (Xl

(X)

dLy

ReJec t

to size

magne tic
The proce dure on this sampl e diffe red somew hat, in that

separ ation was possi ble on all of the mater ial befor e
at10n was attem pted.

tab~i ng

or flot-

For the -45+1 00 mesh portio n magne tic separ ation

ar-qu artz
was first perfo rmed on the dry mate rial, then the feldsp

g, again using
porti on of the sampl e subje cted to agglo merat e tablin

to aceomhydro fluro ic aCid, laury lamin e hydro chlor ide, and fuel oil
plish the separ ation of the felds par and quart z.
in Table No.9 ,

(fr

The trial s are shown
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Table No.9

Tabling Trials - Specimen A4-3
D.P. 243
Ibs/ton

Fuel Oil

Ibs(ton
5

0.20

3

EF

Trial 110.
1-

Remarks

lbs!ton

None of the materials
were separated.

0.40

5

2

5

None of the

lIB terials

were separated.
5

3

7

0.00

A

li~tle

of the feld-

spar was removed by
tabling.
8

0.60

5

4

Some more of the feld-

spar was removed.
8

0.75

5

5

Good separat ion of

quartz and feldspar
resulted.
A good separation o:f quartz and feldspar resulted in trial 5 with
61% feldspar and 39% quartz present.

As this material. has already

been magnetioally separated it is now dried and an analysis made of it.

The other part of the sample, the -100 mesh material, is also

passed through the magnetic separator, the Ferro Filter being used in.
this case.

The feldspa.r-quartz residue was then subj ected to a tlo-

tat ion cell to separate the feldspar trom the quartz by means of EF

and D.P. 243.

HF lbs/ton
5

I). ·1- 243

0.5

This gave a very good separation of feldspar and quartz, about

~ feldspar and about 4O~ quartz.

Since poor results were obtained
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on sample B3-1 using a sodium oleate-oii flotation cell, this was not
used to attempt a removal of the iron stained particles and the sample

was dried for the necessary analysis.
Analyses of Products
The results of the chemical analysis of the different products

obtained in treating the three samples for separation and purification
are given below in Table No. 10.
Table No. 10
Chemical .Analyses of Products
Specimen
A4-4

Sample
la

Remarks
Feldspar, tabled, crushed

Fe203

61°2

~O3

.21

64.2

20.5

69.6

18.1

67.5

18.5

magnetic separated.
2a

Magnetic residue from
8.31
sample la aboft

Sa

Feldspar - 100 meSh,

.32

frothed after magnetic

sep:i.rator.
4&'

{iuart z from frothing

5a

Magnetic Residue trom

.28

8.97

Sample 3a.

A4-3

Ib

Feldspar; Magnetic se-

.34

pa.rated, then tabled for

feldspar
2b

Magnetic Residue - from
1st magnetic separatian
in sample 10

8.78
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Specimen

Sample
3b

Remarks

Fe20 3

Q,uartz residue from feld-

81°2

A1S0 3

68.7

17.0

65.3

19.1

67.3

20.2

.25

spar tabling
. 4b

Feldspar - Magnetie sepa-

.45

rated - 100 mesh, then
floated for feldspar.
5b

Quartz residue from feld-

.18

spar rlotation.

B3-l

Ie

Feldspar -18,+100 mesh
material tabled to recover
:reldspar, ground, mag. sep.

20

Sluartz Reject from tabling 1.13
for feldspar plus black ma-

terial.
30

Magnetio material frommag- 14.2

netic separation of sample

10
40

Feldspar

-100 mesh, ground

.28

to -200 mesh, magnetic se~arated,

then floated for

feldspir.
5c

Q,uartz reject from", tabling

.30

operation.
60

Magnetic material from
magnetic separation of
-200 mesh material
floated.

. 12.3
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CHAPTER IV

Discussion ot Data
From the data presented above, it was found that the purified feld. spar was too high in Fe203 to be commercially applicable to use in the
ceramic industry for the manufacture of glass, but could be used for the
other two groups, bodies and glazes.

The feldspar is not readilyadapt-

able for this type of production, as the glass industry does require a
coarse grade of feldspar, and in using good material, the coarse material would be purified, and sold to glass manufacturers while the

tines

rej~cted by

this trade could be purified and sold to manufacturers

requiring Tery fine mesh feldspar.

If only tines are produced,

al~

the

material would have to be ground to the fine sizes, which is an expen-

siTe 'process.
In an analysis of the purified prod-uets obtained, specimen A4-4

gave the lowest iron content, with the 0.21% Fe20 3 being the lowest of
the iron analysis on the tabled feldspar.

The purified feldspar was

-70 mesh and almost white in color, and had the appearance

or

being low

in iron content, which fact was borne out in the chemical analysis,

although not to a low enough point.

Upo~

examination by means of the

microscope, most of the iron seemed to be coming trom a tew iron stained
particles present, which were not removed by the magnetic separator,
a.nd which were not removed by iron flotation methods.
The A4-3 specimen was a red colored granite, and the possibility

of the red color in the feldspar grains being caused by iron staining
included in the grains is borne out by the chemical ana.lysis, which

gives an iron content of 0.34% Fe 03 and 0.45~ Feg 03 , respectively for
2
the two feldspar products, which is nD.lch higher than either of the
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other samples, and the red color is m.uch darker than in either o~ the
other samples.

The quartz shows a rather low iron content, it being

down to 0.18% ]'e2 03' showing a good rem.oval o~ the iron bearing minerals previously present.

Specimen B3-l was a pink-colored granite J and it seemed to be
about midway between the gray granite ot A4-4 and the red granite of

A4-3, in the iron content of the :purified feldspar, the feldspar also
being lighter i:n color than the red feldspar ot A4-3 and the grey of

A4-4..

The iron oontents were 0.32 and 0.28 respectively for the

tabled and floated feldspar.

present in the a

The quartz showed slightly more iron

ysis than the quartz of A4-3.

The silica and alumina content were found to be within the limits

set up by the Bureau o-r Standards, but no analysis was made of the
alkali content of the final feldspar products since the problem was
primarily the separation of feldspar in a pure state and not the pro-

curing of certain types of feldspars to give certain ratio ot alkalies.

Tests were made with the hammer-mill and rolls for crushing, and
on Specimen B3-1, the hammer mill was found to give better freeing at

lower grain size, due probably because of separation by impaction rather
than by crushing.
by the

Niether of the other sam.:p1es showed any difference

two methods.

Iron stained particles were found not to be rem.ove,d by the magnetic
separator, and attempts ,to float them by sodium oleate-oil flotation was
not suecessful, so that no means

or

removing iron stained particles from

the rest of the purified aggregate was found.

70 mesh was found to work bast by means of
type.

8.

Magnetic separation over

wet separator ot the screen

Leaching with hydrochloric acid will remove iron from materialS,
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so different concentrations of acid were tried. on the material, but

with little success.

Heating with a strong concentration of acid for

a period of time was found to be necessary to free the iron from the

material, and the economic feasibility of this was such that .the experiments vrere carried no further.
CHAPTER V

Conclusions
Studies of thin sections of Missouri granites reveal quite a bit

ot iron present in most of the granites, most ot it in the form

or

iron

bearing minerals such as magnetite and mica, and some of it present as
stains running through the grains themselves.

·Three samples were se-

lected from these thP. sections, a grey granite (specimen A4-4) , a
pink: granite (B3-1), and a red granite (Specimen A4-3), giving three

types of samples.
The grey grainte (A4-4) was crushed by means of a jaw crusher,

then a hammer mill to through 35 mesh, and this separated into two

portions, -35+100 meSh, and -100 mesh.

The -35+100· .mesh material was

agglomerate tabled, using 1- Ibs. HF/ton, 5 lbs. D.P. 243/ton, and 8
Ibs. fuel oil/ton of material...

The qu~rtz is rejected, the feldspar

plus the black m.1neralsa:re ground tp.rough 70 meSh, and put through

8.

magnetic separator until the spar is freed ot magnetite, mica, and such
iron bearing minerals.

The material is then dried and ground to size.

Costs of reagents would be' HF --

t.12,

t.95,

D.P. 243 -- $2 .25; and fuel 011 -

making a .total ot $3.32 for reagent costs.

. 0.21% FeS03 was obtained.

An iron content of

The -100 mesh material was subjected to

troth flotation atter magnetic separation using 9 Ibs. Hr/ton and 1.5
lbs. D.P. 243/ton, giving a quartz reject plus O.32~ F~03 feldspar.
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Cost of reagents in this case was about $2.40 per ton.

A sodium oleate

oil flotation was found not to work satisfactorily to remove any more
iron.
The pink granite (B3-1) was ground through the harmner mill to
through 16 mesh, and separated into -16+100 meSh, and -100 mesh por-:

tions.

The -16+100 mesh material was agglomerate tabled, using 10 Ibs.

EF/ton, 2 Ibs. D.P. 243/ton, and 4 Ibs. fuel oil/ton.

The feldspar was

then ground through 200 mesh, passed through the magnet, and the spar
was found to have an Fe203 content of' 0.32%.

this case would be about

2.87.

Cost of the reagents in

The -100 mesh material was froth

floated, but due to the iron present, 27 Ibs. of hydrofluoric acid was

required, so the naterial was ground to -200 mesh and 51bs. HF/ton,
\

and -0.1 Ibs. D.P. 243/ton were used.
approximately $1.00 per ton.

This gave a reagent cost ot

The feldspar had an Fe20 3 content of' 0.28%.

The red granite (A4.-3) was ground by the hammer mill to -45 mesh,
and separated by means of' a dry magnetio separator to remove the magnetic material.

mesh portions.

The material was divided into -45+100 mesh, and -100

The -45+100 mesh material was floated, using 51bs.

EF/ton and 0.75 lbs. D.P. 243/ton, plus 8 lbs. fuel oil/ton to give a
feldspar having 0.34% Fe203 present.

The -100 .mesh material was froth

floated. using 5 lbs. HF/ton and 0.5 Ibs. D.P. 24.3/ton to give a feld-

spar with 0.45% Fe203-

ton.

Cost of' the reagents would be about

1.15 per
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